
E I G H T

t h e l i m i t s i n o p e n c o d e

I’VE TOLD A STORY ABOUT HOW REGULATION WORKS, AND ABOUT THE INCREASING
regulability of the Internet that we should expect. These are, as I described,
changes in the architecture of the Net that will better enable government’s
control by making behavior more easily monitored—or at least more trace-
able. These changes will emerge even if government does nothing. They are
the by-product of changes made to enable e-commerce. But they will be
cemented if (or when) the government recognizes just how it could make
the network its tool.

That was Part I. In this part, I’ve focused upon a different regulabil-
ity—the kind of regulation that is effected through the architectures of the
space within which one lives. As I argued in Chapter 5, there’s nothing new
about this modality of regulation: Governments have used architecture to
regulate behavior forever. But what is new is its significance. As life moves
onto the Net, more of life will be regulated through the self-conscious
design of the space within which life happens. That’s not necessarily a bad
thing. If there were a code-based way to stop drunk drivers, I’d be all for it.
But neither is this pervasive code-based regulation benign. Due to the man-
ner in which it functions, regulation by code can interfere with the ordinary
democratic process by which we hold regulators accountable.

The key criticism that I’ve identified so far is transparency. Code-based
regulation—especially of people who are not themselves technically
expert—risks making regulation invisible. Controls are imposed for partic-
ular policy reasons, but people experience these controls as nature. And
that experience, I suggested, could weaken democratic resolve.

Now that’s not saying much, at least about us. We are already a pretty
apathetic political culture. And there’s nothing about cyberspace to suggest
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things are going to be different. Indeed, as Castranova observes about vir-
tual worlds: “How strange, then, that one does not find much democracy at
all in synthetic worlds. Not a trace, in fact. Not a hint of a shadow of a trace.
It’s not there. The typical governance model in synthetic worlds consists of
isolated moments of oppressive tyranny embedded in widespread anar-
chy.”1

But if we could put aside our own skepticism about our democracy for
a moment, and focus at least upon aspects of the Internet and cyberspace
that we all agree matter fundamentally, then I think we will all recognize a
point that, once recognized, seems obvious: If code regulates, then in at
least some critical contexts, the kind of code that regulates is critically
important.

By “kind” I mean to distinguish between two types of code: open and
closed. By “open code” I mean code (both software and hardware) whose
functionality is transparent at least to one knowledgeable about the technol-
ogy. By “closed code,” I mean code (both software and hardware) whose
functionality is opaque. One can guess what closed code is doing; and with
enough opportunity to test, one might well reverse engineer it. But from the
technology itself, there is no reasonable way to discern what the functional-
ity of the technology is.

The terms “open” and “closed” code will suggest to many a critically
important debate about how software should be developed.What most call
the “open source software movement,” but which I, following Richard Stall-
man, call the “free software movement,” argues (in my view at least) that
there are fundamental values of freedom that demand that software be
developed as free software. The opposite of free software, in this sense, is
proprietary software, where the developer hides the functionality of the
software by distributing digital objects that are opaque about the underlying
design.

I will describe this debate more in the balance of this chapter. But
importantly, the point I am making about “open” versus “closed” code is dis-
tinct from the point about how code gets created. I personally have very
strong views about how code should be created. But whatever side you are
on in the “free vs. proprietary software” debate in general, in at least the con-
texts I will identify here, you should be able to agree with me first, that
open code is a constraint on state power, and second, that in at least some
cases, code must, in the relevant sense, be “open.”

To set the stage for this argument, I want to describe two contexts in
which I will argue that we all should agree that the kind of code deployed
matters. The balance of the chapter then makes that argument.
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BYTES THAT SNIFF

In Chapter 2, I described technology that at the time was a bit of science fic-
tion. In the five years since, that fiction has become even less fictional. In
1997, the government announced a project called Carnivore. Carnivore was to
be a technology that sifted through e-mail traffic and collected just those e-
mails written by or to a particular and named individual. The FBI intended to
use this technology, pursuant to court orders, to gather evidence while inves-
tigating crimes.

In principle, there’s lots to praise in the ideals of the Carnivore design.
The protocols required a judge to approve this surveillance. The technology
was intended to collect data only about the target of the investigation. No
one else was to be burdened by the tool. No one else was to have their privacy
compromised.

But whether the technology did what it was said to do depends upon its
code. And that code was closed.2 The contract the government let with the
vendor that developed the Carnivore software did not require that the source
for the software be made public. It instead permitted the vendor to keep the
code secret.

Now it’s easy to understand why the vendor wanted its code kept secret.
In general, inviting others to look at your code is much like inviting them to
your house for dinner: There’s lots you need to do to make the place present-
able. In this case in particular, the DOJ may have been concerned about secu-
rity.3 But substantively, however, the vendor might want to use components of
the software in other software projects. If the code is public, the vendor might
lose some advantage from that transparency. These advantages for the vendor
mean that it would be more costly for the government to insist upon a tech-
nology that was delivered with its source code revealed. And so the question
should be whether there’s something the government gains from having the
source code revealed.

And here’s the obvious point: As the government quickly learned as it
tried to sell the idea of Carnivore, the fact that its code was secret was costly.
Much of the government’s efforts were devoted to trying to build trust around
its claim that Carnivore did just what it said it did. But the argument “I’m
from the government, so trust me” doesn’t have much weight. And thus, the
efforts of the government to deploy this technology—again, a valuable tech-
nology if it did what it said it did—were hampered.

I don’t know of any study that tries to evaluate the cost the government
faced because of the skepticism about Carnivore versus the cost of developing
Carnivore in an open way.4 I would be surprised if the government’s strategy
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made fiscal sense. But whether or not it was cheaper to develop closed rather
than open code, it shouldn’t be controversial that the government has an
independent obligation to make its procedures—at least in the context of
ordinary criminal prosecution—transparent. I don’t mean that the investiga-
tor needs to reveal the things he thinks about when deciding which suspects
to target. I mean instead the procedures for invading the privacy interests of
ordinary citizens.

The only kind of code that can do that is “open code.” And the small
point I want to insist upon just now is that where transparency of government
action matters, so too should the kind of code it uses. This is not the claim
that all government code should be public. I believe there are legitimate areas
within which the government can act secretly.More particularly, where trans-
parency would interfere with the function itself, then there’s a good argument
against transparency. But there were very limited ways in which a possible
criminal suspect could more effectively evade the surveillance of Carnivore
just because its code was open. And thus, again, open code should, in my
view, have been the norm.

MACHINES THAT COUNT

Before November 7, 2000, there was very little discussion among national
policy makers about the technology of voting machines. For most (and I was
within this majority), the question of voting technology seemed trivial. Cer-
tainly, there could have been faster technologies for tallying a vote. And there
could have been better technologies to check for errors. But the idea that any-
thing important hung upon these details in technology was not an idea that
made the cover of the front page of the New York Times.

The 2000 presidential election changed all that.More specifically, Florida
in 2000 changed all that. Not only did the Florida experience demonstrate the
imperfection in traditional mechanical devices for tabulating votes (exhibit 1,
the hanging chad), it also demonstrated the extraordinary inequality that
having different technologies in different parts of the state would produce. As
Justice Stevens described in his dissent in Bush v. Gore, almost 4 percent of
punch-card ballots were disqualified, while only 1.43 percent of optical scan
ballots were disqualified.5 And as one study estimated, changing a single vote
on each machine would have changed the outcome of the election.6

The 2004 election made things even worse. In the four years since the
Florida debacle, a few companies had pushed to deploy new electronic voting
machines. But these voting machines seemed to create more anxiety among
voters than less.While most voters are not techies, everyone has a sense of the
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obvious queasiness that a totally electronic voting machine produces. You
stand before a terminal and press buttons to indicate your vote. The machine
confirms your vote and then reports the vote has been recorded. But how do
you know? How could anyone know? And even if you’re not conspiracy-
theory-oriented enough to believe that every voting machine is fixed, how can
anyone know that when these voting machines check in with the central
server, the server records their votes accurately? What’s to guarantee that the
numbers won’t be fudged?

The most extreme example of this anxiety was produced by the leading
electronic voting company, Diebold. In 2003, Diebold had been caught fudg-
ing the numbers associated with tests of its voting technology.Memos leaked
to the public showed that Diebold’s management knew the machines were
flawed and intentionally chose to hide that fact. (The company then sued
students who had published these memos—for copyright infringement. The
students won a countersuit against Diebold.)

That incident seemed only to harden Diebold in its ways. The company
continued to refuse to reveal anything about the code that its machines ran.
It refused to bid in contexts in which such transparency was required. And
when you tie that refusal to its chairman’s promise to “deliver Ohio” for Pres-
ident Bush in 2004, you have all the makings of a perfect trust storm.You con-
trol the machines; you won’t show us how they work; and you promise a
particular result in the election. Is there any doubt people would be suspi-
cious?7

Now it turns out that it is a very hard question to know how electronic
voting machines should be designed. In one of my own dumbest moments
since turning 21, I told a colleague that there was no reason to have a confer-
ence about electronic voting since all the issues were “perfectly obvious.”
They’re not perfectly obvious. In fact, they’re very difficult. It seems obvious
to some that, like an ATM, there should at least be a printed receipt. But if
there’s a printed receipt, that would make it simple for voters to sell their
votes. Moreover, there’s no reason the receipt needs to reflect what was
counted. Nor does the receipt necessarily reflect what was transmitted to any
central tabulating authority. The question of how best to design these systems
turns out not to be obvious. And having uttered absolute garbage about this
point before, I won’t enter here into any consideration of how best this might
be architected.

But however a system is architected, there is an independent point about
the openness of the code that comprises the system. Again, the procedures
used to tabulate votes must be transparent. In the nondigital world, those
procedures were obvious. In the digital world, however they’re architected, we
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need a way to ensure that the machine does what it is said it will do. One sim-
ple way to do that is either to open the code to those machines, or, at a mini-
mum, require that that code be certified by independent inspectors. Many
would prefer the latter to the former, just because transparency here might
increase the chances of the code being hacked. My own intuition about that
is different. But whether or not the code is completely open, requirements for
certification are obvious. And for certification to function, the code for the
technology must—in a limited sense at least—be open.
{TXB2}
Both of these examples make a similar point. But that point, however, is not
universal. There are times when code needs to be transparent, even if there are
times when it does not. I’m not talking about all code for whatever purposes.
I don’t think Wal*Mart needs to reveal the code for calculating change at its
check-out counters. I don’t even think Yahoo! should have to reveal the code
for its Instant Messaging service. But I do think we all should think that, in
certain contexts at least, the transparency of open code should be a require-
ment.

This is a point that Phil Zimmermann taught by his practice more than
15 years ago. Zimmermann wrote and released to the Net a program called
PGP (pretty good privacy). PGP provides cryptographic privacy and authen-
tication. But Zimmermann recognized that it would not earn trust enough to
provide these services well unless he made available the source code to the
program. So from the beginning (except for a brief lapse when the program
was owned by a company called NAI8) the source code has been available for
anyone to review and verify. That publicity has built confidence in the code—
a confidence that could never have been produced by mere command. In this
case, open code served the purpose of the programmer, as his purpose was to
build confidence and trust in a system that would support privacy and
authentication. Open code worked.

The hard question is whether there’s any claim to be made beyond this
minimal one. That’s the question for the balance of this chapter: How does
open code affect regulability?

CODE ON THE NET

I’ve spent lots of time talking about “code.” It’s time to be a bit more specific
about what “code” in the context of the Internet is, in what sense should we
consider this code to be “open,” and in what contexts its openness will matter.

As I’ve mentioned, the Internet is constructed by a set of protocols
together referred to as TCP/IP. The TCP/IP suite includes a large number of
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protocols that feed different “layers” of the network. The standard model for
describing layers of a network is the open systems interconnect (OSI) refer-
ence model. It describes seven network layers, each representing a “function
performed when data is transferred between cooperating applications across”
the network. But the TCP/IP suite is not as well articulated in that model.
According to Craig Hunt, “most descriptions of TCP/IP define three to five
functional levels in the protocol architecture.” In my view, it is simplest to
describe four functional layers in a TCP/IP architecture.9 From the bottom of
the stack up, we can call these the data link, network, transport, and applica-
tion layers.10

Three layers constitute the essential plumbing of the Internet, hidden in
the Net’s walls. (The faucets work at the next layer; be patient.) At the very
bottom, just above the physical layer of the Internet, in the data link layer, very
few protocols operate, since that handles local network interactions exclu-
sively. More protocols exist at the next layer up, the network layer, where the
IP protocol is dominant. It routes data between hosts and across network
links, determining which path the data should take. At the next layer up, the
transport layer, two different protocols dominate—TCP and UDP. These
negotiate the flow of data between two network hosts. (The difference
between the two is reliability—UDP offers no reliability guarantee.)

The protocols together function as a kind of odd UPS. Data are passed
from the application to the transport layer. There the data are placed in a
(virtual) box and a (virtual) label is slapped on. That label ties the contents of
the box to particular processes. (This is the work of the TCP or UDP proto-
cols.) That box is then passed to the network layer, where the IP protocol
puts the package into another package, with its own label. This label includes
the origination and destination addresses. That box then can be further
wrapped at the data link layer, depending on the specifics of the local network
(whether, for example, it is an Ethernet network).

The whole process is thus a bizarre packaging game: A new box is added
at each layer, and a new label on each box describes the process at that layer.
At the other end, the packaging process is reversed: Like a Russian doll, each
package is opened at the proper layer, until at the end the machine recovers
the initial application data.

On top of these three layers is the application layer of the Internet. Here
protocols “proliferate.”11 These include the most familiar network application
protocols, such as FTP (file transfer protocol, a protocol for transferring files),
SMTP (simple mail transport protocol, a protocol for transferring mail), and
HTTP (hyper text transfer protocol, a protocol to publish and read hypertext
documents across theWeb). These are rules for how a client (your computer)
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will interact with a server (where the data are), or with another computer (in
peer-to-peer services), and the other way around.12

These four layers of protocols are “the Internet.” Building on simple
blocks, the system makes possible an extraordinary range of interaction. It is
perhaps not quite as amazing as nature—think of DNA—but it is built on the
same principle: keep the elements simple, and the compounds will astound.

When I speak about regulating the code, I’m not talking about changing
these core TCP/IP protocols. (Though in principle, of course, they could be
regulated, and others have suggested that they should be.)13 In my view these
components of the network are fixed. If you required them to be different,
you’d break the Internet. Thus rather than imagining the government chang-
ing the core, the question I want to consider is how the government might
either (1) complement the core with technology that adds regulability, or (2)
regulates applications that connect to the core. Both will be important, but my
focus is on the code that plugs into the Internet. I will call that code the “appli-
cation space” of the Internet. This includes all the code that implements
TCP/IP protocols at the application layer—browsers, operating systems,
encryption modules, Java, e-mail systems, P2P, whatever elements you want.
The question for the balance of this chapter is: What is the character of that
code that makes it susceptible to regulation?

A SHORT HISTORY OF CODE ON THE NET

In the beginning, of course, there were very few applications on the Net. The
Net was no more than a protocol for exchanging data, and the original pro-
grams simply took advantage of this protocol. The file transfer protocol (FTP)
was born early in the Net’s history;14 the electronic message protocol (SMTP)
was born soon after. It was not long before a protocol to display directories in
a graphical way (Gopher) was developed. And in 1991 the most famous of
protocols—the hyper text transfer protocol (HTTP) and hyper text markup
language (HTML)—gave birth to the WorldWideWeb.

Each protocol spawned many applications. Since no one had a monopoly
on the protocol, no one had a monopoly on its implementation. There were
many FTP applications and many e-mail servers. There were even a large
number of browsers.15 The protocols were open standards, gaining their bless-
ing from standards bodies such as the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
and, later, theW3C.Once a protocol was specified, programmers could build
programs that utilized it.

Much of the software implementing these protocols was “open,” at least
initially—that is, the source code for the software was available along with the
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object code.16 This openness was responsible for much of the early Net’s
growth. Others could explore how a program was implemented and learn
from that example how better to implement the protocol in the future.

The World Wide Web is the best example of this point. Again, the code
that makes a web page appear as it does is called the hyper text markup lan-
guage, or HTML.17 With HTML, you can specify how a web page will appear
and to what it will be linked.

The original HTML was proposed in 1990 by the CERN researchers Tim
Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau.18 It was designed to make it easy to link
documents at a research facility, but it quickly became obvious that docu-
ments on any machine on the Internet could be linked. Berners-Lee and Cail-
liau made both HTML and its companion HTTP freely available for anyone
to take.

And take them people did, at first slowly, but then at an extraordinary
rate. People started building web pages and linking them to others. HTML
became one of the fastest-growing computer languages in the history of com-
puting.

Why? One important reason was that HTML was always “open.” Even
today, on most browsers in distribution, you can always reveal the “source” of
a web page and see what makes it tick. The source remains open: You can
download it, copy it, and improve it as you wish. Copyright law may protect
the source code of a web page, but in reality it protects it very imperfectly.
HTML became as popular as it did primarily because it was so easy to copy.
Anyone, at any time, could look under the hood of an HTML document and
learn how the author produced it.

Openness—not property or contract but free code and access—created
the boom that gave birth to the Internet that we now know. And it was this
boom that then attracted the attention of commerce. With all this activity,
commerce rightly reasoned, surely there was money to be made.

Historically the commercial model for producing software has been dif-
ferent.19 Though the history began even as the open code movement contin-
ued, commercial software vendors were not about to produce “free” (what
most call “open source”) software. Commercial vendors produced software
that was closed—that traveled without its source and was protected against
modification both by the law and by its own code.

By the second half of the 1990s—marked most famously by Microsoft’s
Windows 95, which came bundled Internet-savvy—commercial software ven-
dors began producing “application space” code. This code was increasingly
connected to the Net—it increasingly became code “on” the Internet. But for
the most part, the code remained closed.
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That began to change, however, around the turn of the century. Especially
in the context of peer-to-peer services, technologies emerged that were dom-
inant and “open.” More importantly, the protocols these technologies
depended upon were unregulated. Thus, for example, the protocol that the
peer-to-peer client Grokster used to share content on the Internet is itself an
open standard that anyone can use.Many commercial entities tried to use that
standard, at least until the Supreme Court’s decision in Grokster. But even if
that decision inspires every commercial entity to abandon the StreamCast
network, noncommercial implementations of the protocol will still exist.

The samemix between open and closed exists in both browsers and blog-
ging software. Firefox is the more popular current implementation of the
Mozilla technology—the technology that originally drove the Netscape
browser. It competes with Microsoft’s Internet Explorer and a handful of
other commercial browsers. Likewise,WordPress is an open-source blogging
tool that competes with a handful of other proprietary blogging tools.

This recent growth in open code builds upon a long tradition. Part of
the motivation for that tradition is ideological, or values based. Richard Stall-
man is the inspiration here. In 1984, Stallman began the Free Software Foun-
dation with the aim of fueling the growth of free software. A MacArthur
Fellow who gave up his career to commit himself to the cause, Stallman has
devoted the last twenty years of his life to free software. That work began
with the GNU project, which sought to develop a free operating system. By
1991, the GNU project had just about everything it needed, except a kernel.
That final challenge was taken up by an undergraduate at the University of
Helsinki. That year, Linus Torvalds posted on the Internet the kernel of an
operating system. He invited the world to extend and experiment with it.

People took up the challenge, and slowly, through the early 1990s,marry-
ing the GNU project with Torvald’s kernel, they built an operating system—
GNU/Linux. By 1998, it had become apparent to all that GNU/Linux was
going to be an important competitor to the Microsoft operating system.
Microsoft may have imagined in 1995 that by 2000 there would be no other
server operating system available except Windows NT, but when 2000 came
around, there was GNU/Linux, presenting a serious threat to Microsoft in
the server market. Now in 2007, Linux-based web servers continue to gain
market share at the expense of Microsoft systems.

GNU/Linux is amazing in many ways. It is amazing first because it is the-
oretically imperfect but practically superior. Linus Torvalds rejected what
computer science told him was the ideal operating system design,20 and
instead built an operating system that was designed for a single processor (an
Intel 386) and not cross-platform-compatible. Its creative development, and
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the energy it inspired, slowly turned GNU/Linux into an extraordinarily pow-
erful system.As of this writing, GNU/Linux has been ported to at least eight-
een different computer architecture platforms—from the original Intel
processors, to Apple’s PowerPC chip, to Sun SPARC chips, and mobile devices
using ARM processors.21 Creative hackers have even ported Linux to squeeze
onto Apple’s iPod and old Atari systems. Although initially designed to speak
only one language, GNU/Linux has become the lingua franca of free software
operating systems.

What makes a system open is a commitment among its developers to
keep its core code public—to keep the hood of the car unlocked. That com-
mitment is not just a wish; Stallman encoded it in a license that sets the terms
that control the future use of most free software. This is the Free Software
Foundation’s General Public License (GPL), which requires that any code
licensed with GPL (as GNU/Linux is) keep its source free. GNU/Linux was
developed by an extraordinary collection of hackers worldwide only because
its code was open for others to work on.

Its code, in other words, sits in the commons.22 Anyone can take it and use
it as she wishes. Anyone can take it and come to understand how it works. The
code of GNU/Linux is like a research program whose results are always pub-
lished for others to see. Everything is public; anyone, without having to seek
the permission of anyone else, may join the project.

This project has been wildly more successful than anyone ever imagined.
In 1992,most would have said that it was impossible to build a free operating
system from volunteers around the world. In 2002, no one could doubt it
anymore. But if the impossible could become possible, then no doubt it could
become impossible again. And certain trends in computing technology may
create precisely this threat.

For example, consider the way Active Server Pages (ASP) code works on
the network. When you go to an ASP page on the Internet, the server runs a
program—a script to give you access to a database, for example, or a program
to generate new data you need. ASPs are increasingly popular ways to provide
program functionality. You use it all the time when you are on the Internet.

But the code that runs ASPs is not technically “distributed.” Thus, even if
the code is produced using GPL’d code, there’s no GPL obligation to release it
to anyone. Therefore, as more and more of the infrastructure of networked
life becomes governed by ASP, less and less will be effectively set free by free
license.

“Trusted Computing” creates another threat to the open code ecology.
Launched as a response to virus and security threats within a networked envi-
ronment, the key technical feature of “trusted computing” is that the platform
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blocks programs that are not cryptographically signed or verified by the plat-
form. For example, if you want to run a program on your computer, your
computer would first verify that the program is certified by one of the author-
ities recognized by the computer operating system, and “incorporat[ing]
hardware and software . . . security standards approved by the content
providers themselves.”23 If it isn’t, the program wouldn’t run.

In principle, of course, if the cost of certifying a program were tiny, this
limitation might be unproblematic. But the fear is that this restriction will
operate to effectively block open code projects. It is not easy for a certifying
authority to actually know what a program does; that means certifying
authorities won’t be keen to certify programs they can’t trust. And that in
turn will effect a significant discrimination against open code.

REGULATING OPEN CODE

Open code projects—whether free software or open source software projects—
share the feature that the knowledge necessary to replicate the project is intended
always to be available to others. There is no effort, through law or technology, for
the developer of an open code project tomake that development exclusive.And,
more importantly, the capacity to replicate and redirect the evolution of a project
provided in its most efficient form is also always preserved.

How does this fact affect the regulability of code?
In Chapter 5, I sketched examples of government regulating code. But think

again about those examples: How does such regulation work?
Consider two. The government tells the telephone company something

about how its networks are to be designed, and the government tells television
manufacturers what kinds of chips TVs are to have. Why do these regulations
work?

The answer in each case is obvious. The code is regulable only because the
code writers can be controlled. If the state tells the phone company to do some-
thing, the phone company is not likely to resist. Resistance would bring punish-
ment; punishment is expensive; phone companies, like all other companies,want
to reduce the cost of doing business. If the state’s regulation is rational (that is,
effective), it will set the cost of disobeying the state above any possible benefit. If
the target of regulation is a rational actor within the reach of the state, then the
regulation is likely to have its intended effect.CALEA’s regulation of the network
architecture for telephones is an obvious example of this (see Chapter 5).

An unmovable, and unmoving, target of regulation, then, is a good start
toward regulability. And this statement has an interesting corollary: Regulable
code is closed code. Think again about telephone networks.When the govern-
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ment induces the telephone networks to modify their network software, users
have no choice about whether to adopt thismodification or not.You pick up the
phone, you get the dial tone the phone company gives you.No one I know hacks
the telephone company’s code to build a different network design. The same
with theV-chip—I doubt thatmany people would risk destroying their television
by pulling out the chip, and I am certain that no one re-burns the chip to build
in a different filtering technology.

In both cases the government’s regulation works because when the target of
the regulation complies, customers can do little but accept it.

Open code is different.We can see something of the difference in a story told
by Netscape’s former legal counsel, Peter Harter, about Netscape and the
French.24

In 1996,Netscape released a protocol (SSL v3.0) to facilitate secure electronic
commerce on theWeb. The essence of its function is to permit secure exchange
between a browser and a server.The Frenchwere not happywith the security that
SSL gave; they wanted to be able to crack SSL transactions. So they requested that
Netscape modify SSL to enable their spying.

There are plenty of constraints onNetscape’s ability tomodify SSL—not the
least of which being that Netscape has given SSL over to the public, in the form
of a public standard. But assume for a second that it had not. Assume Netscape
really did control the standards for SSL and in theory could modify the code to
enable French spying. Would that mean that Netscape could comply with the
French demand?

No. Technically, it could comply by modifying the code of Netscape Com-
municator and then posting a new module that enabled hacking by a govern-
ment. But because Netscape (or more generally, the Mozilla project) is open
source, anyone is free to build a competing module that would replace the
Frenchified SSLmodule. Thatmodule would compete with othermodules. The
module that wins would be the one users wanted. Users don’t typically want a
module that enables spying by a government.

The point is simple, but its implication is profound. To the extent that code
is open code, the power of government is constrained.Government can demand,
government can threaten, but when the target of its regulation is plastic, it cannot
rely on its target remaining as it wants.

Say you are a Soviet propagandist, and youwant to get people to read lots of
information about Papa Stalin. So you declare that every book published in the
Soviet Union must have a chapter devoted to Stalin. How likely is it that such
books will actually affect what people read?

Books are open code: They hide nothing; they reveal their source—they are
their source! A user or adopter of a book always has the choice to read only the
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chapters she wants. If it is a book on electronics, then the reader can certainly
choose not to read the chapter on Stalin. There is very little the state can do to
modify the reader’s power in this respect.

The same idea liberates open code. The government’s rules are rules only to
the extent that they impose restrictions that adopters would want. The govern-
mentmay coordinate standards (like“drive on the right”), but it certainly cannot
impose standards that constrain users in ways they do not want to be con-
strained. This architecture, then, is an important check on the government’s reg-
ulatory power.Open codemeans open control—there is control, but the user is
aware of it.25

Closed code functions differently. With closed code, users cannot easily
modify the control that the code comes packagedwith.Hackers and very sophis-
ticated programmers may be able to do so, but most users would not know
which parts were required and which parts were not. Or more precisely, users
would not be able to see the parts required and the parts not required because the
source code does not come bundled with closed code.Closed code is the propa-
gandist’s best strategy—not a separate chapter that the user can ignore, but a per-
sistent and unrecognized influence that tilts the story in the direction the
propagandist wants.

So far I’ve played fast and loose with the idea of a“user.”While some“users”
of Firefox could change its code if they didn’t like the way it functioned, the vast
majority could not. For most of us, it is just as feasible to change the way
MicrosoftWord functions as it is to change the way GNU/Linux operates.

But the difference here is that there is—and legally can be—a community of
developers who modify open code, but there is not—or legally cannot be—a
community of developers whomodify closed code, at least without the owner’s
permission.That culture of developers is the criticalmechanism that creates the
independence within open code.Without that culture, there’d be little real differ-
ence between the regulability of open and closed code.

This in turn implies a different sort of limit on this limit on the regulability
of code.Communities of developers are likely to enable some types of deviations
from rules imposed by governments. For example, they’re quite likely to resist the
kind of regulation by the French to enable the cracking of financial safety.They’re
less likely to disable virus protection or spam filters.

WHERE THIS LEADS

My argument so far has taken a simple path. In answer to those who say that
the Net cannot be regulated, I’ve argued that whether it can be regulated
depends on its architecture. Some architectures would be regulable, others
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would not. I have then argued that government could take a role in deciding
whether an architecture would be regulable or not. The government could
take steps to transform an architecture from unregulable to regulable, both
indirectly (by making behavior more traceable) and directly (by using code to
directly effect the control the government wants).

The final step in this progression of regulability is a constraint that is
only now becoming significant. Government’s power to regulate code, to
make behavior within the code regulable, depends in part on the character of
the code. Open code is less regulable than closed code; to the extent that code
becomes open, government’s power is reduced.

Take for example the most prominent recent controversy in the area of
copyright—peer-to-peer filesharing. As I’ve described, P2P filesharing is an
application that runs on the network. Filesharing networks like StreamCast
are simply protocols that P2P applications run. All these protocols are open;
anyone can build to them. And because the technology for building to them
is widely available, whether or not a particular company builds to them
doesn’t affect whether they will be built to—but demand does.

Thus, imagine for the moment that the recording industry is successful in
driving out of business every business that supports P2P filesharing. The
industry won’t be successful in driving P2P out of existence. This is because
open code has enabled noncommercial actors to sustain the infrastructure of
P2P sharing, without the commercial infrastructure.

This is not, obviously, an absolute claim. I am discussing relative, not
absolute, regulability. Even with open code, if the government threatens pun-
ishments that are severe enough, it will induce a certain compliance. And
even with open code, the techniques of identity, tied to code that has been cer-
tified as compliant, will still give government plenty of power. Thus, much of
the argument from Part I survives this point about open code—if the world
becomes certificate-rich, regulability still increases. The same conclusion fol-
lows if more code were burned into hardware rather than left to exist as soft-
ware. Then, even if the code were open, it would not be modifiable.26

But when designing an architecture for cyberspace, the margins matter.
The values of a given space are not only the values of speech, autonomy,
access, or privacy. They may also be values of limited control. As John Perry
Barlow puts it, they are the values of a certain bug being programmed into the
architecture of the Net—a bug that inhibits the power of government to con-
trol the Net perfectly, even if it does not disable that power entirely.

For some, the objective is to build code that disables any possible govern-
mental control. That is not my objective. I certainly believe that government
must be constrained, and I endorse the constraints that open code imposes,
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but it is not my objective to disable government generally. As I’ve argued
already, and as the next part makes plain, some values can be achieved only if
government intervenes. Government has a role, even if not as substantial a
role as it would wish.We need to understand this role, as well as how our val-
ues might be advanced in the context of the Web.

One constraint seems clear in this account. As I argue more extensively
later in the book, even if open code does not disable government’s power to
regulate completely, it certainly changes that power. On the margin, open
code reduces the reward from burying regulation in the hidden spaces of
code. It functions as a kind of Freedom of Information Act for network reg-
ulation. As with ordinary law, open code requires that lawmaking be public,
and thus that lawmaking be transparent. In a sense that George Soros ought
to understand, open code is a foundation to an open society.

Even this is an important—some might say an essential—check on the
power of government. But whether or not one is for transparency generally,
my aim so far is just to map out the links. Regulability is conditional on the
character of the code, and open code changes that character. It is a limit on
government’s power to regulate—not necessarily by defeating the power to
regulate, but by changing it.
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T E N

i n t e l l e c t u a l p r o p e r t y

HAROLD REEVES IS AMONG THE BEST RESEARCH ASSISTANTS I HAVE HAD. (BUT ALAS,
the law has now lost him—he’s become a priest!). Early into his second year
at the University of Chicago Law School, he came to me with an idea he had
for a student “comment”—an article that would be published in the law
review.1 The topic was trespass law in cyberspace—whether and how the law
should protect owners of space in cyberspace from the kinds of intrusions
that trespass law protects against in real space. His initial idea was simple:
There should be no trespass law in cyberspace.2 The law should grant “own-
ers” of space in cyberspace no legal protection against invasion; they should
be forced to fend for themselves.

Reeves’s idea was a bit nutty, and in the end, I think, wrong.3 But it con-
tained an insight that was quite brilliant, and that should be central to think-
ing about law in cyberspace.

The idea—much more briefly and much less elegantly than Reeves has
put it—is this: The question that law should ask is,What means would bring
about the most efficient set of protections for property interests in cyberspace?
Two sorts of protections are possible. One is the traditional protection of
law—the law defines a space where others should not enter and punishes
people who enter nonetheless. The other protection is a fence, a technological
device (a bit of code) that (among other things) blocks the unwanted from
entering. In real space, of course, we have both—law, in the form of trespass
law, and fences that supplement that law. Both cost money, and the return
from each is not necessarily the same. From a social perspective, we would
want the mix that provides optimal protection at the lowest cost. (In eco-
nomics-speak, we would want a mix such that the marginal cost of an addi-
tional unit of protection is equivalent to the marginal benefit.)
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The implication of this idea in real space is that it sometimes makes sense
to shift the burden of protection to citizens rather than to the state. If, for
example, a farmer wants to store some valuable seed on a remote part of his
farm, it is better for him to bear the cost of fencing in the seed than to require
the police to patrol the area more consistently or to increase the punishment
for those they catch. The question is always one of balance between the costs
and benefits of private protection and state protection.

Reeves’s insight about cyberspace follows the same line. The optimal
protection for spaces in cyberspace is a mix between public law and private
fences. The question to ask in determining the mix is which protection, on
the margin, costs less. Reeves argues that the costs of law in this context are
extremely high—in part because of the costs of enforcement, but also
because it is hard for the law to distinguish between legitimate and illegiti-
mate uses of cyberspaces. There are many “agents” that might “use” the
space of cyberspace.Web spiders, which gather data for web search engines;
browsers, who are searching across the Net for stuff to see; hackers (of the
good sort) who are testing the locks of spaces to see that they are locked; and
hackers (of the bad sort) who are breaking and entering to steal. It is hard,
ex ante, for the law to know which agent is using the space legitimately and
which is not. Legitimacy depends on the intention of the person granting
access.

So that led Reeves to his idea: Since the intent of the “owner” is so crucial
here, and since the fences of cyberspace can be made to reflect that intent
cheaply, it is best to put all the incentive on the owner to define access as he
wishes. The right to browse should be the norm, and the burden to lock doors
should be placed on the owner.4

Now put Reeves’s argument aside, and think for a second about some-
thing that will seem completely different but is very much the same idea.
Think about “theft” and the protections that we have against it.

• I have a stack of firewood behind my house. No one steals it. If I left my bike out

overnight, it would be gone.

• A friend told me that, in a favorite beach town, the city used to find it impossible

to plant flowers—they would immediately be picked. But now, he proudly

reports, after a long “community spirit” campaign, the flowers are no longer

picked.

• There are special laws about the theft of automobiles, planes, and boats. There

are no special laws about the theft of skyscrapers. Cars, planes, and boats need

protection. Skyscrapers pretty much take care of themselves.
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Many things protect property against theft—differently. The market pro-
tects my firewood (it is cheaper to buy your own than it is to haul mine away);
the market is a special threat to my bike (which if taken is easily sold). Norms
sometimes protect flowers in a park; sometimes they do not. Nature some-
times conspires with thieves (cars, planes, and boats) and sometimes against
them (skyscrapers).

These protections are not fixed. I could lock my bike and thereby use
real-space code to make it harder to steal. There could be a shortage of fire-
wood; demand would increase,making it harder to protect. Public campaigns
about civic beauty might stop flower theft; selecting a distinctive flower might
do the same. Sophisticated locks might make stolen cars useless; sophisticated
bank fraud might make skyscrapers vulnerable. The point is not that protec-
tions are given, or unchangeable, but that they are multiplied and their
modalities different.

Property is protected by the sum of the different protections that law,
norms, the market, and real-space code yield. This is the implication of the
argument made in Chapter 7. From the point of view of the state, we need law
only when the other three modalities leave property vulnerable. From the
point of view of the citizen, real-space code (such as locks) is needed when laws
and norms alone do not protect enough. Understanding how property is pro-
tected means understanding how these different protections work together.

Reeves’s idea and these reflections on firewood and skyscrapers point to
the different ways that law might protect “property” and suggest the range of
kinds of property that law might try to protect. They also invite a question
that has been asked by Justice Stephen Breyer and many others: Should law
protect some kinds of property—in particular, intellectual property—at all?5

Among the kinds of property law might protect, my focus in this chapter
will be on the property protected by copyright.6 Of all the different types of
property, this type is said to be the most vulnerable to the changes that cyber-
space will bring. Many believe that intellectual property cannot be protected
in cyberspace. And in the terms that I’ve sketched, we can begin to see why
one might think this, but we will soon see that this thought must be wrong.

ON THE REPORTS OF COPYRIGHT’S DEMISE

Roughly put, copyright gives a copyright holder certain exclusive rights over
the work, including, most famously, the exclusive right to copy the work. I
have a copyright in this book. That means, among other rights, and subject to
some important exceptions, you cannot copy this book without my permis-
sion. The right is protected to the extent that laws (and norms) support it, and
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it is threatened to the extent that technology makes it easy to copy. Strengthen
the law while holding technology constant, and the right is stronger. Prolifer-
ate copying technology while holding the law constant, and the right is
weaker.

In this sense, copyright has always been at war with technology. Before the
printing press, there was not much need to protect an author’s interest in his
creative work. Copying was so expensive that nature itself protected that inter-
est. But as the cost of copying decreased, and the spread of technologies for
copying increased, the threat to the author’s control increased. As each gener-
ation has delivered a technology better than the last, the ability of the copy-
right holder to protect her intellectual property has been weakened.

Until recently, the law’s response to these changes has been measured and
gradual. When technologies to record and reproduce sound emerged at the
turn of the last century, composers were threatened by them.The law responded
by giving composers a new, but limited, right to profit from recordings.When
radio began broadcasting music, the composers were held to be entitled to
compensation for the public performance of their work, but performers were
not compensated for the “performance” of their recordings. Congress decided
not to remedy that problem.When cable television started rebroadcasting tel-
evision broadcasts, the copyright holders in the original broadcasts complained
their work was being exploited without compensation. Congress responded by
granting the copyright holders a new, but limited, right to profit from the
rebroadcasts. When the VCR made it simple to record copyrighted content
from off the air, copyright holders cried “piracy.” Congress decided not to
respond to that complaint. Sometimes the change in technology inspired Con-
gress to create new rights, and sometimes not. But throughout this history, new
technologies have been embraced as they have enabled the spread of culture.

{TXB2}
During the same period, norms about copyrighted content also evolved. But
the single, defining feature of these norms can perhaps be summarized like
this: that a consumer could do with the copyrighted content that he legally
owned anything he wanted to do, without ever triggering the law of copyright.
This norm was true almost by definition until 1909, since before then, the law
didn’t regulate “copies.” Any use the consumer made of copyrighted content
was therefore highly unlikely to trigger any of the exclusive rights of copyright.
After 1909, though the law technically regulated “copies,” the technologies to
make copies were broadly available. There was a struggle about Xerox
machines, which forced a bit of reform,7 but the first real conflict that copy-
right law had with consumers happened when cassette tapes made it easy to
copy recorded music. Some of that copying was for the purpose of making a
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“mixed tape,” and some was simply for the purpose of avoiding the need to buy
the original recording.After many years of debate, Congress decided not to leg-
islate a ban on home taping. Instead, in the Audio Home Recording Act, Con-
gress signaled fairly clear exemptions from copyright for such consumer
activity. These changes reinforced the norm among consumers that they were
legally free to do whatever they wanted with copyrighted work. Given the tech-
nologies most consumers had access to, the stuff they wanted to do either did
not trigger copyright (e.g., resell their books to a used bookstore), or if it did,
the law was modified to protect it (e.g., cassette tapes).

Against the background of these gradual changes in the law, along with the
practical norm that, in themain, the law didn’t reach consumers, the changes of
digital technology were a considerable shock. First, from the perspective of tech-
nology, digital technologies, unlike their analog sister, enabled perfect copies of
an original work. The return from copying was therefore greater. Second, also
from the perspective of technology, the digital technology of the Internet enabled
content to be freely (and effectively anonymously) distributed across the Internet.
The availability of copies was therefore greater. Third, from the perspective of
norms, consumers who had internalized the norm that they could dowith“their
content”whatever they wanted used these new digital tools to make “their con-
tent” available widely on the Internet. Companies such as Napster helped fuel
this behavior, but the practice existed both before and after Napster.And fourth,
from the perspective of law, because the base technology of the Internet didn’t
reveal anything about the nature of the content being shared on the Internet, or
about who was doing the sharing, there was little the law could do to stop this
massive “sharing” of content. Thus fifth, and from the perspective of copyright
holders, digital technologies and the Internet were the perfect storm for their
business model: If they made money by controlling the distribution of “copies”
of copyrighted content, you could well understandwhy they viewed the Internet
as a grave threat.

Very quickly, and quite early on, the content industry responded to this
threat. Their first line of defense was a more aggressive regime of regulation.
Because, the predictions of cyberspace mavens notwithstanding, not everyone
was willing to concede that copyright law was dead. Intellectual property
lawyers and interest groups pushed early on to have law shore up the protec-
tions of intellectual property that cyberspace seemed certain to erase.

LAW TO THE RESCUE

The initial response to this push was a White Paper produced by the Com-
merce Department in 1995. The paper outlined a series of modifications
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aimed, it said, at restoring “balance” in intellectual property law. Entitled
“Intellectual Property and the National Information Infrastructure,” the
report sought to restate existing intellectual property law in terms that anyone
could understand, as well as to recommend changes in the law in response to
the changes the Net would bring. But as scholars quickly pointed out, the
first part was a bust.8 The report no more “restated” existing law than Soviet
historians “retold” stories of Stalin’s administration. The restatement had a
tilt, very definitely in the direction of increased intellectual property protec-
tion, but it pretended that its tilt was the natural lay of the land.

For our purposes, however, it is the recommendations that were most
significant. The government proposed four responses to the threat presented
by cyberspace. In the terms of Chapter 7, these responses should be familiar.

The first response was traditional. The government proposed changes in
the law of copyright to “clarify” the rights that it was to protect.9 These
changes were intended to better define the rights granted under intellectual
property law and to further support these rights with clarified (and possibly
greater) legal penalties for their violation.

The second response addressed norms, specifically copying norms. The
report recommended increased educational efforts, both in schools and
among the general public, about the nature of intellectual property and the
importance of protecting it. In the terms of Chapter 7, this is the use of law
to change norms so that norms will better support the protection of intellec-
tual property. It is an indirect regulation of behavior by direct regulation of
norms.

The third and fourth responses mixed technology and the market. The
report called for legal support—through financial subsidies and special legal
protection—of “copyright management schemes.”These “schemes”were sim-
ply technologies that would make it easier to control access to and use of
copyrighted material.We will explore these “schemes” at some length later in
this chapter, but I mention them now as another example of indirect regula-
tion—using the market to subsidize the development of a certain software
tool, and using law to regulate the properties of other software tools. Copy-
right management systems would be supported by government funding and
by the threat of criminal sanctions for anyone deploying software to crack
them.10

Congress followed the recommendations of the 1995White Paper in some
respects. The most important was the enactment of the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act in 1998. That statute implemented directly the recommendation
that “technological protectionmeasures”be protected by law. Code that some-
one implements to control either access to or use of a copyrighted work got
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special legal protection under the DMCA: Circumvention of that code, subject
to a few important exceptions, constituted a violation of the law.

We will return to the DMCA later. The point just now, however, is to rec-
ognize something important about the presumption underlying the White
Paper. The 1995 package of proposals was a scattershot of techniques—some
changes in law, some support for changing norms, and lots of support for
changing the code of cyberspace to make it better able to protect intellectual
property. Perhaps nothing better than this could have been expected in
1995—the law promised a balance of responses to deal with the shifting bal-
ance brought on by cyberspace.

Balance is attractive, and moderation seems right. But something is miss-
ing from this approach. The White Paper proceeds as if the problem of pro-
tecting intellectual property in cyberspace was just like the problem of
protecting intellectual property in real space. It proceeds as if the four con-
straints would operate in the same proportions as in real space, as if nothing
fundamental had changed.

But something fundamental has changed: the role that code plays in the
protection of intellectual property. Code can, and increasingly will, displace
law as the primary defense of intellectual property in cyberspace. Private
fences, not public law.

TheWhite Paper did not see this. Built into its scattershot of ideas is one
that is crucial to its approach but fundamentally incorrect—the idea that the
nature of cyberspace is anarchy. TheWhite Paper promises to strengthen law
in every area it can. But it approaches the question like a ship battening down
for a storm:Whatever happens, the threat to copyright is real, damage will be
done, and the best we can do is ride it out.

This is fundamentally wrong.We are not entering a time when copyright
is more threatened than it is in real space. We are instead entering a time
when copyright is more effectively protected than at any time since Guten-
berg. The power to regulate access to and use of copyrighted material is about
to be perfected. Whatever the mavens of the mid-1990s may have thought,
cyberspace is about to give holders of copyrighted property the biggest gift of
protection they have ever known.

In such an age, the real question for law is not, how can law aid in that
protection? but rather, is the protection too great? The mavens were right
when they predicted that cyberspace will teach us that everything we thought
about copyright was wrong.11 But the lesson in the future will be that copy-
right is protected far too well. The problem will center not on copy-right but
on copy-duty—the duty of owners of protected property to make that prop-
erty accessible.
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That’s a big claim. To see it, however, and to see the consequences it
entails, we need consider three examples. The first is a vision of a researcher
from Xerox PARC (appropriately enough), Mark Stefik, and his idea of
“trusted systems.”12 The second is an implication of a world dominated by
trusted systems. The third is an unreckoned cost to the path we are now on to
“protect intellectual property.” The examples will throw into relief the threat
that these changes present for values that our tradition considers fundamen-
tal. They should force us to make a choice about those values, and about their
place in our future.

THE PROMISE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN CYBERSPACE

It all depends on whether you really understand the idea of trusted sys-
tems. If you don’t understand them, then this whole approach to com-
merce and digital publishing is utterly unthinkable. If you do
understand them, then it all follows easily.

Ralph Merkle, quoted in Stefik, “Letting Loose the Light” (1996)

In what we can call the first generation of digital technologies, content
owners were unable to control who copied what. If you have a copy of a copy-
righted photo rendered in a graphics file, you could make unlimited copies of
that file with no effect on the original. When you make the one-hundredth
copy, nothing would indicate that it was the one-hundredth copy rather than
the first. And as we’ve described again and again, in the original code of the
Internet, there was nothing to regulate how or to whom copyrighted content
was distributed. The function of “copying” as it was developed by the coders
who built it, either in computers or networks, aimed at “copying”—not at
“copying” with specified permissions.

This character to the function “copy” was not unique to cyberspace. We
have seen a technology that presented the same problem, and I’ve already
described how a solution was subsequently built into the technology.13 Digital
Audio Tape (DAT) technology was thought to be a threat to copyright owners.
A number of solutions to this threat were proposed. Some people argued for
higher penalties for illegal copying of tapes (direct regulation by law). Some,
such as Richard Stallman, argued for a tax on blank tapes, with the proceeds
compensating copyright holders (indirect regulation of the market by law).
Some argued for better education to stop illegal copies of tapes (indirect reg-
ulation of norms by law). But some argued for a change in the code of DAT
machines that would block unlimited perfect copying.
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The tax and code regulators won. In late 1992, as a compromise between
the technology and content industries, Congress passed the Audio Home
Recording Act. The act first imposed a tax on both recorders and blank DAT
media, with the revenues to be used to compensate copyright holders for the
expected copyright infringement enabled by the technology. But more inter-
estingly, the Act required manufacturers of DAT technology to include a Serial
Copy Management System, which would limit the ability of DAT technology
to copy. That limit was effected through a code inserted in copies made using
DAT technology. From an original, the technology would always permit a
copy. But from a copy made on a DAT recorder, no further digital copy could
be made. (An analog copy could be made, thus degrading the quality of the
copy, but not a perfect digital copy.) The technology was thus designed to
break the “copy” function under certain conditions, so as to indirectly protect
copyright owners. The net effect of these two changes was to minimize any
harm from the technology, as well as to limit the functionality of the technol-
ogy where it would be expected that functionality would encourage the vio-
lation of copyright. (Many think the net effect of this regulation also killed
DAT technology.)

Something like the same idea animated Stefik’s vision.14 He was not keen
to make the quality of copies decrease. Rather, his objective was to make it
possible to track and control the copies of digital content that are made.15

Think of the proposal like this. Today, when you buy a book, you may do
any number of things with it. You can read it once or one hundred times. You
can lend it to a friend. You can photocopy pages in it or scan it into your
computer. You can burn it, use it as a paperweight, or sell it. You can store it
on your shelf and never once open it.

Some of these things you can do because the law gives you the right to do
them—you can sell the book, for example, because the copyright law explicitly
limits the copyright owner’s right to control your use of the physical book
after the “first sale.”Other things you can do because there is no effective way
to stop you. A book seller might sell you the book at one price if you promise
to read it once, and at a different price if you want to read it one hundred
times, but there is no way for the seller to know whether you have obeyed the
contract. In principle, the seller could sell a police officer with each book to
follow you around and make sure you use the book as you promised, but the
costs of this control would plainly exceed any benefit.

But what if each of these rights could be controlled, and each unbundled
and sold separately?What if, that is, the software itself could regulate whether
you read the book once or one hundred times; whether you could cut and
paste from it or simply read it without copying; whether you could send it as
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an attached document to a friend or simply keep it on your machine; whether
you could delete it or not; whether you could use it in another work, for
another purpose, or not; or whether you could simply have it on your shelf or
have it and use it as well?

Stefik describes a network that makes such unbundling of rights possible.
He describes an architecture that would allow owners of copyrighted materi-
als to sell access to those materials on the terms they want and would enforce
those contracts.

The details of the system are not important here (it builds on the encryp-
tion architecture I described in Chapter 4),16 but its general idea is easy
enough to describe. As the Net is now, basic functions like copying and access
are crudely regulated in an all-or-nothing fashion. You generally have the
right to copy or not, to gain access or not.

But a more sophisticated system of rights could be built into the Net—
not into a different Net, but on top of the existing Net. This system would
function by discriminating in the intercourse it has with other systems. A
system that controlled access in this more fine-grained way would grant access
to its resources only to another system that controlled access in the same way.
A hierarchy of systems would develop, and copyrighted material would be
traded only among systems that properly controlled access.

In such a world, then, you could get access, say, to theNewYork Times and
pay a different price depending on howmuch of it you read. The Times could
determine howmuch you read, whether you could copy portions of the news-
paper, whether you could save it on your hard disk, and so on. But if the code
you used to access the Times site did not enable the control the Times
demanded, then the Times would not let you onto its site at all. In short, sys-
tems would exchange information only with others that could be trusted, and
the protocols of trust would be built into the architectures of the systems.

Stefik calls this “trusted systems,” and the name evokes a helpful analog.
Think of bonded couriers. Sometimes you want to mail a letter with some-
thing particularly valuable in it. You could simply give it to the post office, but
the post office is not a terribly reliable system; it has relatively little control
over its employees, and theft and loss are not uncommon. So instead of going
to the post office, you could give your letter to a bonded courier. Bonded
couriers are insured, and the insurance is a cost that constrains them to be
reliable. This reputation then makes it possible for senders of valuable mate-
rial to be assured about using their services. As Stefik writes:

with trusted systems, a substantial part of the enforcement of a digital contract

is carried out by the trusted system. [T]he consumer does not have the option of
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disregarding a digital contract by, for example, making unauthorized copies of

a work. A trusted system refuses to exercise a right that is not sanctioned by the

digital contract.17

This is what a structure of trusted systems does for owners of intellectual
property. It is a bonded courier that takes the thing of value and controls
access to and use of it according to the orders given by the principal.

Imagine for a moment that such a structure emerged generally in cyber-
space. How would we then think about copyright law?

An important point about copyright law is that, though designed in part
to protect authors, the control it was designed to create was never to be per-
fect. As the Supreme Court noted, copyright “protection has never accorded
the copyright owner complete control over all possible uses of his work.”18

Thus, the law grants only particular exclusive rights, and those rights are sub-
ject to important limitations, such as “fair use,” limited terms, and the first sale
doctrine. The law threatened to punish violators of copyright laws—and it
was this threat that induced a fairly high proportion of people to comply—
but the law was never designed to simply do the author’s bidding. It had pub-
lic purposes as well as the author’s interest in mind.

Trusted systems provide authors with the same sort of protection.
Because authors can restrict unauthorized use of their material, they can
extract money in exchange for access. Trusted systems thus achieve what copy-
right law aims to, but they can achieve this protection without the law doing
the restricting. It permits a muchmore fine-grained control over access to and
use of protected material than the law permits, and it can do so without the
aid of the law.

What copyright seeks to do using the threat of law and the push of norms,
trusted systems do through the code. Copyright orders others to respect the
rights of the copyright holder before using his property; trusted systems give
access only if rights are respected in the first place. The controls needed to reg-
ulate this access are built into the systems, and no users (except hackers) have
a choice about whether to obey them. The code complements the law by cod-
ifying the rules, making them more efficient.

Trusted systems in this sense are a privatized alternative to copyright law.
They need not be exclusive; there is no reason not to use both law and trusted
systems. Nevertheless, the code is effectively doing the work that the law was
designed to do. It implements the law’s protection, through code, far more
effectively than the law did.

What could be wrong with this? We do not worry when people put dou-
ble bolts on their doors to supplement the work of the neighborhood cop.We
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do not worry when they lock their cars and take their keys. It is not an offense
to protect yourself rather than rely on the state. Indeed, in some contexts it is
a virtue. Andrew Jackson’s mother, for example, told him,“Never tell a lie, nor
take what is not your own, nor sue anybody for slander, assault and battery.
Always settle them cases yourself.”19 Self-sufficiency is strength and going to
the law a sign of weakness.

There are two steps to answering this question. The first rehearses a famil-
iar but forgotten point about the nature of “property”; the secondmakes a less
familiar, but central, point about the nature of intellectual property. Together
they suggest why perfect control is not the control that law has given owners
of intellectual property. And together they suggest the potential problem that
copyright law in cyberspace will create.

THE LIMITS ON THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY

The realists in American legal history (circa 1890–1930) were scholars who (in
part) emphasized the role of the state in what was called “private law.”20 At the
time they wrote, it was the “private” in private law that got all the emphasis.
Forgotten was the “law,” as if “property” and“contract” existed independent of
the state.

The realists’ aim was to undermine this view. Contract and property law,
they argued, gave private parties power.21 If you breach a contract with me, I
can have the court order the sheriff to force you to pay; the contract gives me
access to the state power of the sheriff. If your contract with your employer
says that it may dismiss you for being late, then the police can be called in to
eject you if you refuse to leave. If your lease forbids you to have cats, then the
landlord can use the power of the courts to evict you if you do not get rid of
the cats. These are all instances where contract and property, however
grounded in private action, give a private person an entitlement to the state.

No doubt this power is justified in many cases; to call it “law” is not to call
it unjust. The greatest prosperity in history has been created by a system in
which private parties can order their lives freely through contract and prop-
erty. But whether justified in the main or not, the realists argued that the
contours of this “law” should be architected to benefit society.22

This is not communism. It is not an attack on private property, and it is
not to say that the state creates wealth (put your Ayn Rand away). These are
claims about the relationship between private law and public law, and they
should be uncontroversial.

Private law creates private rights to the extent that these private rights
serve some collective good. If a private right is harmful to a collective good,
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then the state has no reason to create it. The state’s interests are general, not
particular. It has a reason to create rights when those rights serve a common,
rather than particular, end.

The institution of private property is an application of this point. The
state has an interest in defining rights to private property because private
property helps produce a general, and powerful, prosperity. It is a system for
ordering economic relations that greatly benefits all members of society. No
other system that we have yet devised better orders economic relations. No
other system, some believe, could.23

But even with ordinary property—your car, or your house—property
rights are never absolute. There is no property that does not have to yield at
some point to the interests of the state. Your land may be taken to build a
highway, your car seized to carry an accident victim to the hospital, your
driveway crossed by the postman, your house inspected by health inspectors.
In countless ways, the system of property we call “private property” is a system
that balances exclusive control by the individual against certain common state
ends.When the latter conflict with the former, it is the former that yields.

This balance, the realists argued, is a feature of all property. But it is an
especially important feature of intellectual property. The balance of rights
with intellectual property differs from the balance with ordinary real or per-
sonal property. “Information,” as Boyle puts it, “is different.”24 And a very
obvious feature of intellectual property shows why.

When property law gives me the exclusive right to use my house, there’s
a very good reason for it. If you used my house while I did, I would have less
to use.When the law gives me an exclusive right to my apple, that too makes
sense. If you eat my apple, then I cannot. Your use of my property ordinarily
interferes with my use of my property. Your consumption reduces mine.

The law has a good reason, then, to give me an exclusive right over my
personal and real property. If it did not, I would have little reason to work to
produce it. Or if I did work to produce it, I would then spend a great deal of
my time trying to keep you away. It is better for everyone, the argument goes,
if I have an exclusive right to my (rightly acquired) property, because then I
have an incentive to produce it and not waste all my time trying to defend it.25

Things are different with intellectual property. If you“take”my idea, I still
have it. If I tell you an idea, you have not deprived me of it.26 An unavoidable
feature of intellectual property is that its consumption, as the economists like
to put it, is “nonrivalrous.”Your consumption does not lessen mine. If I write
a song, you can sing it without making it impossible for me to sing it. If I write
a book, you can read a copy of it (please do) without disabling me from read-
ing another copy of it. Ideas, at their core, can be shared with no reduction in
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the amount the “owner” can consume. This difference is fundamental, and it
has been understood since the founding.

Jefferson put it better than I:

If nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of exclusive

property, it is the action of the thinking power called an idea, which an individual

may exclusively possess as long as he keeps it to himself; but the moment it is

divulged, it forces itself into the possession of every one, and the receiver cannot

dispossess himself of it. Its peculiar character, too, is that no one possesses the less,

because every other possess the whole of it. He who receives an idea from me,

receives instruction himself without lessening mine; as he who lites his taper at

mine, receives light without darkening me. That ideas should freely spread from

one to another over the globe, for the moral andmutual instruction of man, and

improvement of his condition, seems to have been peculiarly and benevolently

designed by nature, when she made them, like fire, expansible over all space,

without lessening their density at any point, and like the air in which we breathe,

move, and have our physical being, incapable of confinement or exclusive appro-

priation. Inventions then cannot, in nature, be a subject of property.27

Technically, Jefferson presents two concepts: One is the possibility of
excluding others from using or getting access to an idea, which he defines as
“action of the thinking power . . . which an individual may exclusively possess
as long as he keeps it to himself.” This is the question whether ideas are
“excludable”; Jefferson affirms that an idea is “excludable” until “the moment
it is divulged.”

The other concept is whether my use of a divulged idea lessens your use
of the same idea. This is the question of whether divulged ideas are “rival-
rous.”28 Again, Jefferson suggests that, once they are divulged, ideas are not
“rivalrous.” Jefferson believes that the act of divulging/sharing has made ideas
both nonexcludable and nonrivalrous, and that there is little that man can do
to change this fact.29

In fact, shared ideas are both nonexcludable and nonrivalrous. I can
exclude people from my secret ideas or writings—I can keep them secret, or
build fences to keep people out. How easily, or how effectively, I can do so is
a technical question. It depends on the architecture of protection that a given
context provides. But given the proper technology, there is no doubt that I can
keep people out.What I cannot do is to exclude people frommy shared ideas
or writings simply because they are not my secrets anymore.

My shared ideas are “nonrivalrous” goods, too. No technology (that we
know of) will erase an idea from your head as it passes into my head. My
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knowing what you know does not lessen your knowing the same thing. That
fact is a given in the world, and it makes intellectual property different. Unlike
apples, and unlike houses, once shared, ideas are something I can take from
you without diminishing what you have.

It does not follow, however, that there is no need for property rights over
expressions or inventions.30 Just because you can have what I have without
lessening what I have does not mean that the state has no reason to create
rights over ideas, or over the expression of ideas.

If a novelist cannot stop you from copying (rather than buying) her book,
then she may have very little incentive to produce more books. She may have
as much as she had before you took the work she produced, but if you take it
without paying, she has no monetary incentive to produce more.

Now, of course, the incentives an author faces are quite complex, and it is
not possible to make simple generalizations.31 But generalizations do not have
to be perfect to make a point: Even if some authors write for free, it is still the
case that the law needs some intellectual property rights. If the law did not
protect authorship at all, there would be fewer authors. The law has a reason
to protect the rights of authors, at least insofar as doing so gives them an
incentive to produce. With ordinary property, the law must both create an
incentive to produce and protect the right of possession; with intellectual
property, the law need only create the incentive to produce.

This is the difference between these two very different kinds of property,
and this difference fundamentally affects the nature of intellectual property
law. While we protect real and personal property to protect the owner from
harm and give the owner an incentive, we protect intellectual property to
ensure that we create a sufficient incentive to produce it. “Sufficient incentive,”
however, is something less than “perfect control.”And in turn we can say that
the ideal protections of intellectual property law are something less than the
ideal protections for ordinary or real property.

This difference between the nature of intellectual property and ordinary
property was recognized by our Constitution, which in article I, section 8,
clause 8, gives Congress the power “to promote the Progress of Science and
useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclu-
sive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”

Note the special structure of this clause. First, it sets forth the precise rea-
son for the power—to promote the progress of science and useful arts. It is for
those reasons, and those reasons only, that Congress may grant an exclusive
right. And second, note the special temporality of this right: “for limited
Times.” The Constitution does not allow Congress to grant authors and
inventors permanent exclusive rights to their writings and discoveries, only
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limited rights. (Though apparently those limited times can be extended.32) It
does not give Congress the power to give them a perpetual “property” in their
writings and discoveries, only an exclusive right over them for a limited time.

The Constitution’s protection for intellectual property then is fundamen-
tally different from its protection of ordinary property. I’ve said that all prop-
erty is granted subject to the limit of the public good. But even so, if the
government decided to nationalize all property after a fifteen-year term of
ownership, the Constitution would require it to compensate the owners. By
contrast, if Congress set the copyright term at fifteen years, there would be no
claim that the government pay compensation after the fifteen years were up.
Intellectual property rights are a monopoly that the state gives to producers of
intellectual property in exchange for their production of it. After a limited
time, the product of their work becomes the public’s to use as it wants. This
is Communism at the core of our Constitution’s protection of intellectual
property. This “property” is not property in the ordinary sense of that term.

And this is true for reasons better than tradition as well. Economists have
long understood that granting property rights over information is dangerous
(to say the least).33 This is not because of leftist leanings among economists;
it is because economists are consequentialists, and their objective in granting
any property right is simply to facilitate production. But there is no way to
know, in principle, whether increasing or decreasing the rights granted under
intellectual property law will lead to an increase in the production of intellec-
tual property. The reasons are complex, but the point is not: Increasing intel-
lectual property’s protection is not guaranteed to “promote the progress of
science and useful arts”—indeed, often doing so will stifle it.

The balance that intellectual property law traditionally strikes is between
the protections granted the author and the public use or access granted every-
one else. The aim is to give the author sufficient incentive to produce. Built
into the law of intellectual property are limits on the power of the author to
control use of the ideas she has created.34

A classic example of these limits and of this public use dimension is the
right of “fair use.” Fair use is the right to use copyrighted material, regardless
of the wishes of the owner of that material. A copyright gives the owner cer-
tain rights; fair use is a limitation on those rights. It gives you the right to crit-
icize this book, cut sections from it, and reproduce them in an article
attacking me. In these ways and in others, you have the right to use this book
independent of how I say it should be used.

Fair use does not necessarily work against the author’s interest—or more
accurately, fair use does not necessarily work against the interests of authors as
a class.When fair use protects the right of reviewers to criticize books without
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the permission of authors, then more critics criticize. And the more criticism
there is, the better the information is about what books people should buy. The
better the information is about what to buy, the more people will buy it.
Authors as a whole benefit from the system of fair use, even if particular
authors do not.

The law of copyright is filled with such rules. Another is the “first sale”
doctrine. If you buy this book, you can sell it to someone else free of any con-
straint I might impose on you.35 This doctrine differs from the tradition in, for
example, Europe, where there are “moral rights” that give the creator power
over subsequent use.36 I’ve already mentioned another example—limited
term. The creator cannot extend the term for which the law will provide pro-
tection (even if Congress can); that is fixed by the statute and runs out when
the statute runs out.

Taken together, these rules give the creator significant—but not perfect—
control over the use of what he produces. They give the public some access,
but not complete access. They are balanced differently from the balance the
law strikes for ordinary property—by design. They are constitutionally struc-
tured to help build an intellectual and cultural commons.

The law strikes this balance. It is not a balance that would exist in nature.
Without the law, and before cyberspace, authors would have very little protec-
tion; with the law, they have significant, but not perfect, protection. The law
gives authors something they otherwise would not have in exchange for limits
on their rights, secured to benefit the intellectual commons as a whole.

PRIVATE SUBSTITUTES FOR PUBLIC LAW

So copyright law strikes a balance between control and access. What about
that balance when code is the law? Should we expect that any of the limits will
remain? Should we expect code to mirror the limits that the law imposes?
Fair use? Limited term?Would private code build these “bugs” into its protec-
tions?

The point should be obvious:When intellectual property is protected by
code, nothing requires that the same balance be struck. Nothing requires the
owner to grant the right of fair use. She might allow individuals to browse for
free, as a bookstore does, but she might not. Whether she grants this right
depends on whether it profits her. Fair use becomes contingent upon private
gain. More importantly, it becomes contingent upon the private gain of
authors individually rather than authors as a class.

Thus, as privatized law, trusted systems regulate in the same domain that
copyright law regulates. But unlike copyright law, they do not guarantee the
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same limits on copyright’s protection. Trusted systems give the producer max-
imum control over the uses of copyrighted work—admittedly at a cheaper
cost, thus perhaps permitting many more authors to publish. But they give
authors almost perfect control in an area in which the law did not. Code thus
displaces the balance that copyright law strikes by displacing the limits the law
imposes. As Daniel Benloliel puts it,

[D]ecentralized content providers are . . . privatizing the enforcement authority

with strict technological standards, under which individuals would be banned

from access and use of particular digital content in a way that might override

legitimate fair use.37

So far my description simply sets law against code: the law of copyright
either complemented by, or in conflict with, private code. You may not yet
be convinced that we should consider this a conflict, because it has always
been the case that one can exercise more control over a copyrighted work
than the law gives you the right to exercise over the copyright. For example,
if you own a painting that is in the public domain, there’s no requirement
for you to let anyone see it. You could lock it in your bedroom and never let
anyone see it ever. In a sense, you’ve thus deprived the world of the value of
this painting being in the “public domain.” But no one has ever thought
that this interaction between the law of trespass and copyright has created
any important conflict. So why should anyone be troubled if copyright own-
ers use code to lock up their content beyond the balance the law of copy-
right strikes?

If this is where you’re stuck, then let me add one more part to the story.
As I mentioned above, the DMCA contains an anti-circumvention provision.
That part of the law forbids the circumvention of some technical protection
measures; it forbids the development of tools to circumvent technical protec-
tion as well. Most important, it forbids these circumventions regardless of
the purpose of the circumvention. Thus, if the underlying use you would
make of a copyrighted work—if you could get access to it—is a “fair use,” the
DMCA still makes it an offense to circumvent technical protections to get
access to it. Thus one part of the law of copyright grants “fair use,” while
another part of copyright removes at least some fair use liberty where the
fair use has been removed by technical means.38

But so what, the skeptic will ask. What the law gives, the law can take
away, can’t it?

No it can’t, and that’s the point. As the Supreme Court has indicated,
copyright law is consistent with the First Amendment only because of certain
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important limitations built into the law. Removing those limitations would
then raise important First Amendment questions. Thus, when the law acts
with code to remove the law’s protection for fair use, this should raise an
important question—at least for those concerned about maintaining the bal-
ance that copyright law strikes.

But maybe this conflict is just temporary. Couldn’t the code be changed
to protect fair use?

The answer to that hopeful (and again, hopeful because mymain point is
about whether incentives to protect fair use exist) question is no, not directly.
Fair use inherently requires a judgment about purpose, or intent. That judg-
ment is beyond the ken of even the best computers. Indirectly, however, fair
use could be protected. A system that allowed an individual to unlock the
trusted system if he claimed the use was fair (perhaps marking the used work
with a tag to make it possible to trace the use back to the user) could protect
fair use. Or as Stefik describes, a system that granted users a “fair use license,”
allowing them to unlock the content and use insurance backing the license to
pay for any misuse, might also protect fair use.39 But these alternatives again
rely on structures beyond code. With the code itself, there is no way ade-
quately to police fair use.

Some will respond that I am late to the party: Copyright law is already
being displaced, if not by code then by the private law of contract. Through
the use of click-wrap, or shrink-wrap, licenses, authors are increasingly
demanding that purchasers, or licensees, waive rights that copyright law gave
them. If copyright law gives the right to reverse-engineer, then these contracts
might extract a promise not to reverse-engineer. If copyright law gives the
right to dispose of the book however the purchaser wants after the first sale,
then a contract might require that the user waive that right. And if these
terms in the contract attached to every copyright work are enforceable merely
by being “attached” and “knowable,” then already we have the ability through
contract law to rewrite the balance that copyright law creates.

I agree that this race to privatize copyright law through contract is already
far along, fueled in particular by decisions such as Judge Frank Easterbrook’s
in ProCD v. Zeidenberg. But contracts are not as bad as code. Contracts are a
form of law. If a term of a contract is inconsistent with a value of copyright
law, you can refuse to obey it and let the other side get a court to enforce it. In
some cases, courts have expressly refused to follow a contract term precisely
because it is inconsistent with a copyright law value.40 The ultimate power of
a contract depends upon the decision by a court to enforce the contract or
not. Although courts today are relatively eager to find ways to enforce these
contracts, there is at least hope that if the other side makes its case very clear,
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courts could shift direction again.41 As Stefik writes, trusted systems “differ
from an ordinary contract in critical ways.”

[I]n an ordinary contract, compliance is not automatic; it is the responsibility of

the agreeing parties. There may be provisions for monitoring and checking on

compliance, but the actual responsibility for acting in accordance with the terms

falls on the parties. In addition, enforcement of the contract is ultimately the

province of the courts.42

The same is not true of code. Whatever problems there are when con-
tracts replace copyright law, the problems are worse when code displaces
copyright law. Again—where do we challenge the code? When the software
protects without relying in the end on the state, where can we challenge the
nature of the protection?Where can we demand balance when the code takes
it away?

I don’t mean to enter the extremely contentious debate about whether
this change in control is good or appropriate. I’ve said too much about that
elsewhere.43 For our purposes here, the point is simply to recognize a signifi-
cant change. Code now makes possible increasingly perfect control over how
culture is spread. Regulations have “been fairly consistent . . . on the side of
expanding the power of the owners to control the use of their products.”44

And these regulations invite a demand for perfect control over how culture is
spread.

The rise of contracts qualifying copyright law and the rise of code quali-
fying copyright law raise a question that the law of copyright has not had to
answer before.We have never had to choose whether authors should be per-
mitted perfectly to control the use of their intellectual property independent
of the law, for such control was not possible. The balance struck by the law
was the best that authors could get. But now, code gives authors a better deal.
The question for legal policy is whether this better deal makes public sense.

Here we confront the first latent ambiguity within the law of copyright.
There are those who would say that copyright law already decides this ques-
tion—whether against code-based control, or for it. But in my view, this is a
choice the law has yet to make. I have my own views about how the law should
decide the question. But what technology has done is force us to see a choice
that was not made before. See the choice, and then make it.

Put most directly: There has always been a set of uses of copyrighted
work that was unregulated by the law of copyright. Even within the boundary
of uses that were regulated by the law of copyright, “fair use” kept some uses
free. The core question is why? Were these transactions left free because it
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was too costly to meter them? Or were these transactions left free because
keeping them free was an important public value tied to copyright?

This is a question the law never had to resolve, though there is support for
both views.45 Now the technology forces us to resolve it. The question, then,
is how.

A nice parallel to this problem exists in one part of constitutional law. The
framers gave Congress the power to regulate interstate commerce and com-
merce that affects interstate commerce.46 At the founding, that was a lot of
commerce, but because of the inefficiencies of the market, not all of it. Thus,
the states had a domain of commerce that they alone could regulate.47

Over time, however, the scope of interstate commerce has changed so
that much less commerce is now within the exclusive domain of the states.
This change has produced two sorts of responses. One is to find other ways to
give states domains of exclusive regulatory authority. The justification for
this response is the claim that these changes in interstate commerce are
destroying the framers’ vision about state power.

The other response is to concede the increasing scope of federal authority,
but to deny that it is inconsistent with the framing balance.48 Certainly, at the
founding, some commerce was not interstate and did not affect interstate
commerce. But that does not mean that the framers intended that there must
always be such a space. They tied the scope of federal power to a moving tar-
get; if the target moves completely to the side of federal power, then that is
what we should embrace.49

In both contexts, the change is the same.We start in a place where balance
is given to us by the mix of frictions within a particular regulatory domain:
Fair use is a balance given to us because it is too expensive to meter all use;
state power over commerce is given to us because not all commerce affects
interstate commerce. When new technology disturbs the balance, we must
decide whether the original intent was that there be a balance, or that the
scope of one side of each balance should faithfully track the index to which it
was originally tied. Both contexts, in short, present ambiguity.

Many observers (myself included) have strong feelings one way or the
other.We believe this latent ambiguity is not an ambiguity at all. In the con-
text of federal power, we believe either that the states were meant to keep a
domain of exclusive authority50 or that the federal government was to have
whatever power affected interstate commerce.51 In the context of fair use, we
believe that either fair use is to be a minimum of public use, guaranteed
regardless of the technology,52 or that it is just an efficient compromise in
response to an inefficient technology, to be removed as soon as efficiency can
be achieved.
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But in both cases, this may make the problem too easy. The best answer in
both contexts may be that the question was unresolved at the framing: Per-
haps no one thought of the matter, and hence there is no answer to the ques-
tion of what they would have intended if some central presupposition had
changed. And if there was no original answer, we must decide the question by
our own lights. As Stefik says of trusted systems—and, we might expect, of the
implications of trusted systems—“It is a tool never imagined by the creators
of copyright law, or by those who believe laws governing intellectual property
cannot be enforced.”53

The loss of fair use is a consequence of the perfection of trusted systems.
Whether you consider it a problem or not depends on your view of the value
of fair use. If you consider it a public value that should exist regardless of the
technological regime, then the emergence of this perfection should trouble
you. From your perspective, there was a value latent in the imperfection of the
old system that has now been erased.

But even if you do not think that the loss of fair use is a problem, trusted
systems threaten other values latent in the imperfection of the real world.
Consider a second.

THE ANONYMITY THAT IMPERFECTION ALLOWS

I was a student at an English university for a number of years. In the college
I attended, there was a “buttery”—a shop inside the college that basically sold
alcohol. During the first week I was there I had to buy a large amount of
Scotch (a series of unimaginative gifts, as I remember). About a week after I
made these purchases, I received a summons frommy tutor to come talk with
him in his office.When I arrived, the tutor asked me about my purchases. This
was, to his mind, an excessive amount of alcohol, and he wanted to know
whether I had a good reason for buying it.

Needless to say, I was shocked at the question. Of course, technically, I had
made a purchase at the college, and I had not hidden my name when I did so
(indeed, I had charged it onmy college account), so, formally, I had revealedmy
alcohol purchases to the college and its agents. Still, it shockedme that this infor-
mation would be monitored by college authorities and then checked up on. I
could see why they did it, and I could see the good thatmight come from it. It just
never would have occurred to me that these data would be used in this way.

If this was an invasion, of course, it was a small one. Later it was easy for
me to hide my binges simply by buying from a local store rather than the
college buttery. (Though I later learned that the local store rented its space
from the college, so who knows what deal they had struck?) And in any case,
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I was not being punished. The college was just concerned. But the example
suggests a more general point: We reveal to the world a certain class of data
about ourselves that we ordinarily expect the world not to use.What happens
when they use it?

Trusted systems depend on such data—they depend on the ability to
know how people use the property that is being protected. To set prices most
efficiently, the system ideally should know as much about individuals and
their reading habits as possible. It needs to know this data because it needs an
efficient way to track use and so to charge for it.54

But this tracking involves a certain invasion.We live now in a world where
we think about what we read in just the way that I thought about what I
bought as a student in England—we do not expect that anyone is keeping
track.We would be shocked if we learned that the library was keeping tabs on
the books that people checked out and then using this data in somemonitor-
ing way.

Such tracking, however, is just what trusted systems require. And so the
question becomes: Should there be a right against this kind of monitoring?
The question is parallel to the question of fair use. In a world where this mon-
itoring could not effectively occur, there was, of course, no such right against
it. But now that monitoring can occur, we must ask whether the latent right
to read anonymously, given to us before by imperfections in technologies,
should be a legally protected right.

Julie Cohen argues that it should, and we can see quite directly how her
argument proceeds.55 Whatever its source, it is a value in this world that we
can explore intellectually on our own. It is a value that we can read anony-
mously, without fear that others will know or watch or change their behavior
based on what we read. This is an element of intellectual freedom; it is a part
of what makes us as we are.56

But this element is potentially erased by trusted systems. These systems
need to monitor, and this monitoring destroys anonymity. We need to decide
whether, and how, to preserve values from today in a context of trusted systems.

This could first be a question of translation: namely, how should changes
in technology be accommodated to preserve values from an earlier context in
a new context? It is the same question that Brandeis asked about wiretap-
ping.57 It is the question the Court answers in scores of contexts all the time.
It is fundamentally a question about preserving values when contexts change.

In the context of both fair use and reading, Cohen has a consistent answer
to this question of translation. She argues that there is a right to resist, or
“hack,” trusted systems to the extent that they infringe on traditional fair use.
(Others have called this the “Cohen Theorem.”) As for reading, she argues that
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copyright management schemes must protect a right to read anonymously—
that if they monitor, they must be constructed so that they preserve
anonymity. The strategy is the same: Cohen identifies a value yielded by an
old architecture but now threatened by a new architecture, and then argues in
favor of an affirmative right to protect the original value.

But here again we might view the question more ambiguously. I share
Cohen’s view, but the argument on the other side is not silly. If it’s permissible
to use technology to make copyrighted works available, why isn’t it permissi-
ble to gather data about who uses what works? That data gathering is not
part of the copyright itself; it is a byproduct of the technology. And as our tra-
dition has never had this technical capacity before, it is hard to say a choice
was made about it in the past.

PERMISSION CULTURE VS. FREE

I’ve already described the limits copyright law places on itself. These limits, as
I argued, reflect important values. They express the balance that copyright law
aims to be.

But what is too often missed in this discussion of balance is any sense of
perspective. We focus on the gradual shifts in the law but miss the profound
sense in which the significance of the law has changed.

This change is produced by the unintended interaction between the archi-
tecture of digital technologies and the architecture of the law.

Copyright law at its core regulates “copies.” In the analog world, there
were very few contexts in which one produced “copies.” As Jessica Litman
described more than a decade ago,

At the turn of the century, U.S. copyright law was technical, inconsistent, and

difficult to understand, but it didn’t apply to very many people or very many

things. If one were an author or publisher of books, maps, charts, paintings,

sculpture, photographs or sheet music, a playwright or producer of plays, or a

printer, the copyright law bore on one’s business. Booksellers, piano-roll and

phonograph record publishers, motion picture producers, musicians, scholars,

members of Congress, and ordinary consumers could go about their business

without ever encountering a copyright problem.58

Thus there were many ways in which you could use creative work in the
analog world without producing a copy.

Digital technology, at its core, makes copies. Copies are to digital life as
breathing is to our physical life. There is no way to use any content in a digital
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context without that use producing a copy.When you read a book stored on
your computer, you make a copy (at least in the RAM memory to page
through the book). When you do anything with digital content, you techni-
cally produce a copy.

This technical fact about digital technologies, tied to the technical archi-
tecture of the law, produces a profound shift in the scope or reach of the law
of copyright that too many simply miss: While in the analog world, life was
sans copyright law; in the digital world, life is subject to copyright law. Every
single act triggers the law of copyright. Every single use is either subject to a
license or illegal, unless deemed to be “fair use.” The emergence of digital
technologies has thus radically increased the domain of copyright law—from
regulating a tiny portion of human life, to regulating absolutely every bit of
life on a computer.

Now if all you think about is protecting the distribution of professionally
created culture, this might not concern you much. If you’re trying to stop
“piracy,” then a regime that says every use requires permission is a regime
that gives you a fairly broad range of tools for stamping out piracy.

But though you wouldn’t notice this listening to the debates surround-
ing copyright law just now, in fact, protecting the distribution of profes-
sionally created culture is not the only, or even, I suggest, the most
important part of culture. And indeed, from a historical perspective, top-
down, professionally produced culture is but a tiny part of what makes
any culture sing. The 20th century may have been an exception to this rule,
but no Congress voted to make professional culture the only legal culture
within our society.

Standing alongside professional culture is amateur culture—where ama-
teur doesn’t mean inferior or without talent, but instead culture created by
people who produce not for the money, but for the love of what they do.
From this perspective, there is amateur culture everywhere—from your din-
ner table, where your father or sister tell jokes that take off from the latest
political scandal or the latest Daily Show; from your basement, where your
brother and his three best friends are causing permanent damage to their
eardrums as they try to become the next Rolling Stones; from your neighbors
who gather each Thursday and Sunday to sing in a church choir; from your
neighborhood schools, where kids and teachers create art or music in the
course of learning about our culture; from the kids at your neighborhood
school, who tear their pants or wear their shirts in some odd way, all as a way
to express and make culture.

This amateur culture has always been with us, even if it is to us today, as
Dan Hunter and Greg Lastowska put it, “hidden.”59 It is precisely how the
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imagination of kids develops;60 it is how culture has always developed. As
Siva Vaidhyanathan writes,

widespread democratic cultural production (peer-to-peer production, one

might say) . . . merely echoes how cultural texts have flowed through and been

revised by discursive communities everywhere for centuries. Texts often undergo

a process similar to a game of “telephone,” through which a text is substan-

tially—sometimes almost unintentionally—distorted through many small revi-

sions. . . . Such radical textual revisions have occurred in other contexts and

have helped build political critiques, if not movements. For instance, historian

Lawrence Levine (1988) has documented how working-class players and audi-

ences in nineteenth-century America adapted and revised the works of William

Shakespeare to their local contexts, concerns and ideologies. And historian Eric

Lott (1993) has shown how Uncle Tom’s Cabin was reworked by working-class

white communities to aid the cause of racial dominance instead of the Christian

liberationist message the book was intended to serve.61

Importantly, too, this kind of cultural remix has historically been free of
regulation. No one would think that as you tell a joke around your dinner
table, or sing songs with your friends, or practice to become the next Rolling
Stones, you need a lawyer standing next to you, clearing the rights to “use” the
culture as youmake your creative remix. The law of copyright, historically, has
been focused on commercial life. It has left the noncommercial, or beyond
commercial, creativity free of legal regulation.

All this has now changed, and digital technologies are responsible. First,
andmost important, digital technologies have radically expanded the scope of
this amateur culture. Now the clever remix of some political event or the
latest song by your favorite band are not just something you can share with
your friends. Digital technologies have made it simple to capture and share
this creativity with the world. The single most important difference between
the Internet circa 1999 and the Internet circa today is the explosion of user-
generated creativity—from blogs, to podcasts, to videocasts, to mashups, the
Internet today is a space of extraordinary creativity.

Second, digital technologies have democratized creativity. Technology
has given a wide range of potential creators the capacity to become real. “Peo-
ple are waking from their consumerist coma,” one commentator describes.62

As DJ Danger Mouse put it at the Web 2.0 conference in 2004,

Mashing is so easy. It takes years to learn how to play the guitar and write your

own songs. It takes a few weeks of practice with a turntable to make people
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dance and smile. It takes a few hours to crank out something good with some

software. So with such a low barrier to entry, everyone jumps in and starts

immediately being creative.63

But third, and directly relevant to the story of this chapter, to the extent
this creativity finds its expression on the Net, it is now subject to the regula-
tion of copyright law. To the extent it uses others’ creativity, it needs the per-
mission of others. To the extent it builds upon the creativity of others, it needs
to be sure that that creativity can be built upon legally. A whole system of reg-
ulation has now been grafted upon an economy of creativity that until now
has never known regulation. Amateur culture, or bottom up culture, or the
culture that lives outside of commercial transactions—all of this is subject to
regulation in a way that 30 years ago it was not.

A recent example of this conflict makes the point very concisely. There’s
a genre of digital creativity called Anime Music Videos (AMVs). AMVs are
remixes of anime cartoons andmusic. Kids spend hundreds, sometimes thou-
sands of hours reediting the anime cartoons to match them perfectly to music.
The result is, in a word, extraordinary. It is among the most creative uses of
digital technology that I have seen.

While this genre of creativity is not small, it’s also not huge. Basically one
site dominates activity around AMVs. That site has more than 500,000 mem-
bers, and some 30,000 creators upload AMV content to the site.

In November 2005, one prominent record label, Wind-Up Records,
informed this website that it wanted all Wind-Up Records artists removed
from the site. That was some 3,000 videos, representing at least 250,000 hours
of volunteer work by creators across the world—work that would have just
one real effect: to promote the underlying artists’ work.

From the perspective of the law as it is, this is an easy case.What the kids
are doing is making a derivative work of the anime; they are distributing full
copies of the underlying music; and they are synchronizing the music to
video—all without the permission of the copyright owners.

But from the perspective of culture, this should be a very hard case.
The creativity demonstrated by this work is extraordinary. I can’t show
you that creativity in a book, but the notes point you to an example that
you can see.64 It is noncommercial, amateur creative work—precisely the
sort that has never been subject to the regulation of the law, but which
now, because it is living in digital context, is monitored, and regulated, by
the law.

Here again, I have strong feelings about what the right answer should be.
But we should recognize the latent ambiguity this conflict presents:
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Because of the changes in digital technology, it is now possible for the law
to regulate every single use of creative work in a digital environment. As life
increasingly moves into a digital environment, this means that the law will
regulate more and more of the use of culture.

Is this consistent with our values?
The answer again could be found first by trying to translate framing val-

ues into the current context. From that perspective, it would be extraordinar-
ily difficult to imagine that the framing vision would have included the level
of legal regulation that the current regime entails.

Again, that conclusion could be questioned by recognizing that the pos-
sibility of such extensive regulation didn’t exist, and so the choice about
whether such extensive regulation should be allowed wasn’t made. That
choice, when made, should recognize that while there is extensive and new
regulation of amateur culture, that regulation creates new wealth for profes-
sional culture. There’s a choice to be made about which form of culture we
should protect. That choice has not yet been made directly. It is one more
choice we have yet to make.

THE PROBLEMS THAT PERFECTION MAKES

These three examples reveal a common pattern—one that will reach far
beyond copyright. At one time we enjoyed a certain kind of liberty. But that
liberty was not directly chosen; it was a liberty resulting from the high costs of
control.65 That was the conclusion we drew about fair use—that when the cost
of control was high, the space for fair use was great. So too with anonymous
reading:We read anonymously in real space not so much because laws protect
that right as because the cost of tracking what we read is so great. And it was
the same with amateur culture: That flourished free of regulation because
regulation could not easily reach it.

When costs of control fall, however, liberty is threatened. That threat
requires a choice—do we allow the erosion of an earlier liberty, or do we erect
other limits to re-create that original liberty?

The law of intellectual property is the first example of this general point.
As the architecture of the Internet changes, it will allow for a greater protec-
tion of intellectual property than real-space architectures allowed; this
greater protection will force a choice on us that we do not need to make in
real space. Should the architecture allow perfect control over intellectual
property, or should we build into the architecture an incompleteness that
guarantees a certain aspect of public use or a certain space for individual
freedom?
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Ignoring these questions will not make them go away. Pretending that the
framers answered them is no solution either. In this context (and this is just
the first) we will need to make a judgment about which values the architecture
will protect.

CHOICES

I’ve argued that cyberspace will open up three important choices in the context
of intellectual property: whether to allow intellectual property in effect to
become completely propertized (for that is what a perfect code regime for pro-
tecting intellectual property would do); and whether to allow this regime to
erase the anonymity latent in less efficient architectures of control; and whether
to allow the expansion of intellectual property to drive out amateur culture.
These choices were not made by our framers. They are for us to make now.

I have a view, in this context as in the following three, about how we
should exercise that choice. But I am a lawyer. Lawyers are taught to point
elsewhere—to the framers, to the United Nations charter, to an act of Con-
gress—when arguing about how things ought to be. Having said that there is
no such authority here, I feel as if I ought to be silent.

Cowardly, not silent, however, is how others might see it. They say that I
should say what I think. So in each of these three applications (intellectual
property, privacy, and free speech), I will offer my view about how these
choices should be made. But I do this under some duress and encourage you
to simply ignore what I believe. It will be short, and summary, and easy to dis-
card. It is the balance of the book—and, most importantly, the claim that we
have a choice to make—that I really want to stick.

Anonymity

Cohen, it seems to me, is plainly right about anonymity, and the Cohen The-
orem is inspirational. However efficient the alternative may be, we should
certainly architect cyberspaces to ensure anonymity—or more precisely, pseu-
donymity—first. If the code is going to monitor what I do, then at least it
should not know that it is “I” that it is monitoring. I am less troubled if it
knows that “14AH342BD7” read such and such; I am deeply troubled if that
number is tied back to my name.

Cohen is right for a second reason as well: All of the good that comes
frommonitoring could be achieved while protecting privacy. It may take a bit
more coding to build in routines for breaking traceability; it may take more
planning to ensure that privacy is protected. But if those rules are embedded
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up front, the cost would not be terribly high. It is far cheaper to architect pri-
vacy protections now rather than retrofit for them later.

The Commons

By “the Commons” I mean a resource that anyone within a relevant commu-
nity can use without seeking the permission of anyone else. Such permission
may not be required because the resource is not subject to any legal control (it
is, in other words, in the public domain). Or it may not be required because
permission to use the resource has already been granted. In either case, to
use or to build upon this resource requires nothing more than access to the
resource itself.66

In this sense, the questions about the scope and reach of copyright law ask
whether our future will protect the intellectual commons that it did in the
past. Again, it did so in the past because the friction of control was too great.
But now that that friction is gone, will we preserve or destroy the commons
that used to exist?

My view is that it ought to be preserved.
We can architect cyberspace to preserve a commons or not. (Jefferson

thought that nature had already done the architecting, but Jefferson wrote
before there was code.)We should choose to architect it with a commons. Our
past had a commons that could not be designed away; that commons gave our
culture great value. What value the commons of the future could bring us is
something we are just beginning to see. Intellectual property scholars saw
it—long before cyberspace came along—and laid the groundwork for much
of the argument we need to have now.67 The greatest work in the law of cyber-
space has been written in the field of intellectual property. In a wide range of
contexts, these scholars have made a powerful case for the substantive value of
an intellectual commons.68

James Boyle puts the case most dramatically in his extraordinary book
Shamans, Software, and Spleens.69 Drawing together both cyberspace and non-
cyberspace questions, he spells out the challenge we face in an information
society—particularly the political challenge.70 Elsewhere he identifies our
need for an “environmental movement” in information policy—a rhetoric
that gets people to see the broad range of values put at risk by this movement
to propertize all information. Boyle’s work has inspired many others to push
a similar agenda of freedom.71

That freedom would limit the law’s regulation over the use and reuse of
culture. It would resist perfect control over use; it would free a wide range of
reuse. It would build through affirmative protections for freedom the liberty
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that friction gave us before. It would do so because it believes in the values this
freedom stands for, and it would demonstrate the value in that freedom by
enabling the communities that freedom would itself enable.

But this freedom could be constructed either through changes in the law
or voluntarily. That is, the law could be rebalanced to encourage the freedom
thought important, or this property could be redeployed to effect the freedom
thought important.

The second strategy was the technique of the Free Software Movement,
described in Chapter 8. Using copyright law, Stallman deployed a software
license that both preserved the four freedoms of free software, and also
required that those modifying and distributing free software distribute the
modifications freely. This license thus effects a software commons, since the
software is available to all to use, and this software commons has become a
critical raw material fueling the digital age.

More recently, Stallman’s idea has been copied by others seeking to
rebuild a commons in cyberspace. The Wikipedia project, for example, has
built—to the astonishment of most—an extraordinary online encyclopedia
solely through the volunteer efforts of thousands, contributing essays and
edits in a public wiki. The product of that work is now protected perpetually
(yes, I know, only for a “limited time,” but don’t correct me about that little
detail) through a copyright license that, like the GPL, requires any modifica-
tion to be distributed freely as well. (More onWikipedia in Chapter 12.)

And so too has Creative Commons used private law to build an effective
public commons. Again, following Stallman, Creative Commons offers copy-
right holders a simple way to mark their creative work with the freedoms
they intend it to carry. That mark is a license which reserves to the author
some rights, while dedicating to the public rights that otherwise would have
been held privately. As these licenses are nonexclusive and public, they too
effectively build a commons of creative resources that anyone can build upon.

Though I have spent a great deal of my time helping to build the Creative
Commons, I still believe private action alone is not enough. Yet there is value
in learning something from what this private action produces, as its lesson
may help policy makers recraft copyright law in the future.
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E L E V E N

p r i v a c y

THE CONCLUSION OF PART 1 WAS THAT CODE COULD ENABLE A MORE REGULABLE
cyberspace; the conclusion of Part 2 was that code would become an increas-
ingly important regulator in that more regulable space. Both conclusions were
central to the story of the previous chapter. Contrary to the early panic by
copyright holders, the Internet will become a space where intellectual prop-
erty can be more easily protected. As I’ve described, that protection will be
effected through code.

Privacy is a surprisingly similar story. Indeed, as Jonathan Zittrain argued
in an essay published in the Stanford Law Review,1 the problems of privacy
and copyright are exactly the same.With both, there’s a bit of “our” data that
“we’ve” lost control over. In the case of copyright, it is the data constituting a
copy of our copyrighted work; in the case of privacy, it is the data representing
some fact about us. In both cases, the Internet has produced this loss of con-
trol: with copyright, because the technology enables perfect and free copies of
content; with privacy, as we’ll see in this chapter, because the technology
enables perpetual and cheap monitoring of behavior. In both cases, the ques-
tion policy makers should ask is what mix of law and technology might
restore the proper level of control. That level must balance private and public
interests:With copyright, the balance is as I described in the last chapter; with
privacy, it is as we’ll explore in this chapter.

The big difference between copyright and privacy, however, is the political
economy that seeks a solution to each problem.With copyright, the interests
threatened are powerful and well organized; with privacy, the interests threat-
ened are diffuse and disorganized.With copyright, the values on the other side
of protection (the commons, or the public domain) are neither compelling
nor well understood.With privacy, the values on the other side of protection
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(security, the war against terrorism) are compelling and well understood. The
result of these differences, as any political theorist would then predict, is that
over the past ten years, while we’ve seen a lot of legislative and technical
changes to solve the problems facing copyright, we’ve seen very few that
would solve the problems of privacy.

Yet as with copyright, we could restrike the balance protecting privacy.
There are both changes in law and changes in technology that could produce
a much more private (and secure) digital environment.Whether we will real-
ize these changes depends upon recognizing both the dynamics to regulation
in cyberspace and the importance of the value that privacy is.
{TXB2}
We will think about three aspects of privacy, and how cyberspace has changed
each of them. Two of these three will be the focus of this chapter, but I begin
with the third to help orient the balance.

PRIVACY IN PRIVATE

The traditional question of “privacy” was the limit the law placed upon the
ability of others to penetrate your private space.What right does the govern-
ment have to enter your home, or search your papers? What protection does
the law of trespass provide against others beyond the government snooping
into your private stuff? This is one meaning of Brandeis’s slogan,“the right to
be left alone.”2 From the perspective of the law, it is the set of legal restrictions
on the power of others to invade a protected space.

Those legal restrictions were complemented by physical barriers. The law
of trespass may well say it’s illegal to enter my house at night, but that doesn’t
mean I won’t lock my doors or bolt my windows. Here again, the protection
one enjoys is the sum of the protections provided by the four modalities of
regulation. Law supplements the protections of technology, the protections
built into norms, and the protections from the costliness of illegal penetra-
tion.

Digital technologies have changed these protections. The cost of para-
bolic microphone technology has dropped dramatically; that means it’s
easier for me to listen to your conversation through your window. On the
other hand, the cost of security technologies to monitor intrusion has also
fallen dramatically. The net of these changes is difficult to reckon, but the
core value is not rendered ambiguous by this difficulty. The expectation of
privacy in what is reasonably understood to be “private” spaces remains
unchallenged by new technologies. This sort of privacy doesn’t present a
“latent ambiguity.”
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PRIVACY IN PUBLIC: SURVEILLANCE

A second kind of privacy will seem at first oxymoronic—privacy in public.
What kind of protection is there against gathering data about me while I’m on
a public street, or boarding an airplane?

The traditional answer was simple: None. By stepping into the public,
you relinquished any rights to hide or control what others came to know
about you. The facts that you transmitted about yourself were as “free as the
air to common use.”3 The law provided no legal protection against the use of
data gathered in public contexts.

But as we’ve seen again and again, just because the law of privacy didn’t
protect you it doesn’t follow that you weren’t protected. Facts about you while
you are in public, even if not legally protected, are effectively protected by the
high cost of gathering or using those facts. Friction is thus privacy’s best
friend.

To see the protection that this friction creates, however, we must distin-
guish between two dimensions along which privacy might be compromised.

There is a part of anyone’s life that is monitored, and there is a part that
can be searched. The monitored is that part of one’s daily existence that others
see or notice and can respond to, if response is appropriate. As I walk down
the street, my behavior is monitored. If I walked down the street in a small vil-
lage in western China, my behavior would be monitored quite extensively.
This monitoring in both cases would be transitory. People would notice, for
example, if I were walking with an elephant or in a dress, but if there were
nothing special about my walk, if I simply blended into the crowd, then I
might be noticed for the moment but forgotten soon after—more quickly in
San Francisco, perhaps, than in China.

The searchable is the part of your life that leaves, or is, a record. Scrib-
blings in your diary are a record of your thoughts. Stuff in your house is a
record of what you possess. The recordings on your telephone answering
machine are a record of who called and what they said.Your hard drive is you.
These parts of your life are not ephemeral. They instead remain to be
reviewed—at least if technology and the law permit.

These two dimensions can interact, depending upon the technology in
each. My every action in a small village may be monitored by my neighbors.
That monitoring produces a record—in their memories. But given the nature
of the recording technology, it is fairly costly for the government to search that
record. Police officers need to poll the neighbors; they need to triangulate on
the inevitably incomplete accounts to figure out what parts are true, and what
parts are not. That’s a familiar process, but it has its limits. It might be easy to
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poll the neighbors to learn information to help locate a lost person, but if the
government asked questions about the political views of a neighbor, we might
expect (hope?) there would be resistance to that. Thus, in principle, the data
are there. In practice, they are costly to extract.

Digital technologies change this balance—radically. They not only make
more behavior monitorable; they also make more behavior searchable. The
same technologies that gather data now gather it in a way that makes it search-
able. Thus, increasingly life becomes a village composed of parallel processors,
accessible at any time to reconstruct events or track behavior.

Consider some familiar examples:

The Internet

In Part I, I described the anonymity the Internet originally provided. But let’s
be clear about something important: That relative anonymity of the “old
days” is now effectively gone. Everywhere you go on the Internet, the fact that
IP address xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx went there is recorded. Everywhere you go where
you’ve allowed a cookie to be deposited, the fact that the machine carrying
that cookie went there is recorded—as well as all the data associated with
that cookie. They know you from your mouse droppings. And as businesses
and advertisers work more closely together, the span of data that can be aggre-
gated about you becomes endless.

Consider a hypothetical that is completely technically possible under the
existing architectures of the Net. You go to a web page of a company you
trust, and you give that company every bit of your private data—your name,
address, social security number, favorite magazines and TV shows, etc. That
company gives you a cookie. You then go to another site, one you don’t trust.
You decide not to give that site any personal data. But there’s no way for you
to know whether these companies are cooperating about the data they collect.
Its perfectly possible they synchronize the cookies data they create. And thus,
there’s no technical reason why once you’ve given your data once, it isn’t
known by a wide range of sites that you visit.

In the section that follows, we’ll consider more extensively how we
should think about privacy in any data I’ve affirmatively provided others,
such as my name, address, or social security number. But for the moment,
just focus upon the identity data they’ve collected as I move around in
“public.” Unless you’ve taken extraordinary steps—installing privacy soft-
ware on your computer, or disabling cookies, etc.—there’s no reason you
should expect that the fact that you visited certain sites, or ran certain
searches, isn’t knowable by someone. It is. The layers of technology designed
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to identify “the customer” have produced endless layers of data that can be
traced back to you.

Searches

In January 2006, Google surprised the government by doing what no other
search company had done: It told the government “no.” The Justice Depart-
ment had launched a study of pornography on the Net as a way to defend
Congress’s latest regulation of pornography. It thus wanted data about how
often, and in what form, people search for porn on the Internet. It asked
Google to provide 1,000,000 random searches from its database over a spec-
ified period. Google—unlike Yahoo! and MSN—refused.

I suspect that when most first heard about this, they asked themselves an
obvious question—Google keeps search requests? It does. Curiosity is mon-
itored, producing a searchable database of the curious. As a way to figure out
better how to do its job, Google—and every other search engine4—keeps a
copy of every search it’s asked to make. More disturbingly, Google links that
search to a specific IP address, and, if possible, to a Google users’ account.
Thus, in the bowels of Google’s database, there is a list of all searches made
by you when you were logged into your gmail account, sitting, waiting, for
someone to ask to see it.

The government did ask. And in the normal course of things, the govern-
ment’s request would be totally ordinary. It is unquestioned that the govern-
ment gets to ask those with relevant evidence to provide it for an ongoing civil
or criminal investigation (there are limits, but none really significant). Google
has evidence; the government would ordinarily have the right to get it.

Moreover, the government in this case explicitly promised it would not
use this evidence for anything more than evaluating patterns of consumption
around porn. In particular, it promised it wouldn’t trace any particularly sus-
picious searches. It would ignore that evidence—which ordinarily it would be
free to use for whatever purpose it chose—just so it could get access to aggre-
gate data about searches for porn.

So what’s the problem this example illustrates?
Before search engines, no one had any records of curiosity; there was no

list of questions asked. Now there is. People obsessively pepper search engines
with questions about everything. The vast majority of these are totally
benign (“mushrooms AND ragout”). Some of them show something less
benign about the searcher (“erotic pictures AND children”). Now there’s a list
of all these questions, with some providing evidence of at least criminal
intent.
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The government’s interest in that list will increase. At first, its demands
will seem quite harmless—so what if it counts the number of times people ask
Google to point them to erotic pictures? Then, when not so harmless, the
demands will link to very harmful behavior—searches that suggest terrorism,
or abuse.Who could argue against revealing that? Finally, when not so harm-
less, and when the crime is not so harmful, the demands will simply insist this
is an efficient way to enforce the law. “If you don’t like the law, change it. But
until you do, let us enforce it.” The progression is obvious, inevitable, and
irresistible.

E-mail

Electronic mail is a text-based message stored in digital form. It is like a tran-
scribed telephone call. When sent from one person to another, e-mail is
copied and transmitted from machine to machine; it sits on these different
machines until removed either by routines—decisions by machines—or by
people.

The content of many e-mail messages is like the content of an ordinary
telephone call—unplanned, unthinking, the ordinary chatter of friends. But
unlike a telephone call, this content is saved in a searchable form. Companies
now invest millions in technologies that scan the conversations of employees
that before were effectively private. Both in real time and in retrospect, the
content of conversations can become known. On the theory that they “own
the computer,”5 employers increasingly snoop in the e-mail of employees,
looking for stuff they deem improper.6

In principle, such monitoring and searching are possible with telephone
calls or letters. In practice, these communications are not monitored. Tomon-
itor telephones or regular mail requires time and money—that is, human
intervention. And this cost means that most won’t do it. Here again, the costs
of control yield a certain kind of freedom.

Controlling employees (or spouses) is one important new use of e-mail
technologies. Another is the better delivery of advertisement. Google is again
the leader here with its newGmail service.Gmail can advertise to you as you read
your e-mail. But the advance is that the advertisement is triggered by the content
of the e-mail. Imagine a television that shifted its advertisement as it heard what
you were talking about on the phone. The content of the e-mail—and perhaps
the content of your inbox generally—helps determine what is shown to you.

To make this system work well, Google needs you to keep lots of data on
its servers. Thus the only thing within Gmail that is difficult to do—and it is
really really difficult—is to delete content from a Google Gmail account.
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Gmail lets you delete one screen at a time. But when you have 20,000 e-mails
in your inbox, who has time? Would it be difficult for Gmail to enable a
“delete all” function? Of course not. This is Google! Thus, through the clever
use of architecture, Google assures more data is kept, and that data then
becomes a resource for other purposes. If you ever get involved in a lawsuit,
the first question of the lawyer from the other side should be—do you have a
Gmail account? Because, if you do, your life sits open for review.

V-mail

If e-mail becomes a permanent record, why not v-mail? Voice mail systems
archive messages and record the communication attributes of the conversa-
tions. As technologies for voice recognition improve, so does the ability to
search voice records. As voice mail systems shift to digital systems, archiving
content on central servers rather than $50 devices connected to the phone at
home, they become practical search resources. In principle, every night the
government could scan all the stored voice recordings at every telephone
company in the nation. This search would impose no burden on the user; it
could be targeted on and limited to specific topics, and it could operate in the
background without anyone ever knowing.

Voice

And why stop with recordings? According to one report, the NSA monitors
over 650 million telephone conversations a day.7 That monitoring is auto-
matic. It used to be of foreigners only, but now apparently the system moni-
tors an extraordinary range of communication, searching for that bit or clue
that triggers investigative concern. The system produces something akin to a
weather report as well as particularized indicators. There are, for example,
measures of “chatter” that may signal a storm.

This monitoring, like each of the examples before, creates no burden for
those using a telephone. Those using the phone don’t know something is lis-
tening on the other end. Instead, the system works quietly in the background,
searching this monitored communication in real time.

Video

In each of the examples so far, someone has chosen to use a technology, and
that technology has made their privacy vulnerable. The change is produced as
that technology evolves to make it simpler to monitor and search behavior.
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But the same evolution is happening outside networks as well. Indeed, it
is happening in the quintessentially public place—the streets, or in public
venues. This monitoring is the production of the current version of video
technology. Originally, video cameras were a relatively benign form of mon-
itoring. Because the product of their monitoring relied solely upon human
interpretation, there were relatively few contexts in which it paid to have
someone watch. And where someone wasn’t watching in real time, then the
use of these technologies is to trace bad behavior after it happens. Few seem
upset when a convenience store video camera makes it possible to identify the
criminal who has murdered the attendant.

Digital technology has changed the video, however. It is now a tool of
intelligence, not just a tool to record. In London, as I’ve described, cameras are
spread through the city to monitor which cars drive in the city. This is because
nonresidents must pay a special tax to drive in “congestion zones.” The cam-
eras record and interpret license places, and then determine whether the right
tax was paid for that car. The objective of the system was to minimize conges-
tion in London. Its consequence is a database of every car that enters London,
tied to a particular time and location.

But the more ambitious use of video surveillance is human face recogni-
tion. While the technology received some very bad press when first intro-
duced in Tampa,8 the government continues to encourage companies to
develop the capacity to identify who someone is while that someone is in a
traditionally anonymous place. As one vendor advertises, “[f]ace recognition
technology is the least intrusive and fastest biometric technology. . . . There
is no intrusion or delay, and in most cases the subjects are entirely unaware
of the process. They do not feel ‘under surveillance’ or that their privacy has
been invaded.”9

These technologies aren’t yet reliable. But they continue to be funded by
both private investors and the government. Indeed, the government runs
evaluation tests bi-annually to rate the reliability of the technologies.10 There
must at least be someone who expects that someday it will possible to use a
camera to identify who is in a crowd, or who boarded a train.

Body Parts

Criminals leave evidence behind, both because they’re usually not terribly
rational and because it’s extremely hard not to. And technology is only mak-
ing it harder not to. With DNA technology, it becomes increasingly difficult
for a criminal to avoid leaving his mark, and increasingly easy for law enforce-
ment to identify with extremely high confidence whether X did Y.
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Some nations have begun to capitalize on this new advantage. And again,
Britain is in the lead.11 Beginning in 1995, the British government started col-
lecting DNA samples to include in a national registry. The program was ini-
tially promoted as a way to fight terrorism. But in a decade, its use has become
much less discriminating.

In December 2005, while riding public transportation in London, I read
the following on a public announcement poster:

Abuse,Assault, Arrest: Our staff are here to help you. Spitting on DLR staff is clas-

sified as an assault and is a criminal offence. Saliva Recovery Kits are now held on

every train andwill be used to identify offenders against the national DNAdatabase.

And why not? Spitting may be harmless. But it is insulting. And if the
tools exist to identify the perpetrator of the insult, why not use them?

{TXB2}
In all these cases, technologies designed either without monitoring as their
aim or with just limited monitoring as their capacity have now become expert
technologies for monitoring. The aggregate of these technologies produces an
extraordinary range of searchable data. And,more importantly, as these tech-
nologies mature, there will be essentially no way for anyone living within
ordinary society to escape this monitoring.Monitoring to produce searchable
data will become the default architecture for public space, as standard as street
lights. From the simple ability to trace back to an individual, to the more
troubling ability to know what that individual is doing or likes at any partic-
ular moment, the maturing data infrastructure produces a panopticon
beyond anything Bentham ever imagined.

“Orwell” is the word you’re looking for. And while I believe that analogies
to Orwell are just about always useless, let’s make one comparison here
nonetheless. While the ends of the government in 1984 were certainly vastly
more evil than anything our government would ever pursue, it is interesting
to note just how inefficient, relative to the current range of technologies,
Orwell’s technologies were. The central device was a “telescreen” that both
broadcasted content and monitored behavior on the other side. But the great
virtue of the telescreen was that you knew what it, in principle, could see.
Winston knew where to hide, because the perspective of the telescreen was
transparent.12 It was easy to know what it couldn’t see, and hence easy to
know where to do the stuff you didn’t want it to see.

That’s not the world we live in today.You can’t know whether your search
on the Internet is being monitored. You don’t know whether a camera is try-
ing to identify who you are. Your telephone doesn’t make funny clicks as the
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NSA listens in. Your e-mail doesn’t report when some bot has searched it.
The technologies of today have none of the integrity of the technologies of
1984. None are decent enough to let you know when your life is being
recorded.

There’s a second difference as well. The great flaw to the design of 1984
was in imagining just how it was that behavior was being monitored. There
were no computers in the story. The monitoring was done by gaggles of
guards watching banks of televisions. But that monitoring produced no sim-
ple way for the guards to connect their intelligence. There was no search
across the brains of the guards. Sure, a guard might notice that you’re talking
to someone you shouldn’t be talking to or that you’ve entered a part of a city
you shouldn’t be in. But there was no single guard who had a complete picture
of the life of Winston.

Again, that “imperfection” can now be eliminated.We can monitor every-
thing and search the product of that monitoring. Even Orwell couldn’t imag-
ine that.

{TXB2}
I’ve surveyed a range of technologies to identify a common form. In each, the
individual acts in a context that is technically public. I don’t mean it should
be treated by the law as “public” in the sense that privacy should not be pro-
tected there. I’m not addressing that question yet. I mean only that the indi-
vidual is putting his words or image in a context that he doesn’t control.
Walking down 5th Avenue is the clearest example. Sending a letter is another.
In both cases, the individual has put himself in a stream of activity that he
doesn’t control.

The question for us, then, is what limits there should be—in the name of
“privacy”—on the ability to surveil these activities. But even that question
puts the matter too broadly. By “surveil,” I don’t mean surveillance generally.
I mean the very specific kind of surveillance the examples above evince. I
mean what we could call “digital surveillance.”

“Digital surveillance” is the process by which some form of human activ-
ity is analyzed by a computer according to some specified rule. The rule might
say “flag all e-mail talking about Al Qaeda.” Or it might say “flag all e-mail
praising Governor Dean.”Again, at this point I’m not focused upon the nor-
mative or legal question of whether such surveillance should be allowed. At
this point, we’re just working through definitions. In each of the cases above,
the critical feature in each is that a computer is sorting data for some follow-
up review by some human. The sophistication of the search is a technical
question, but there’s no doubt that its accuracy is improving substantially.

So should this form of monitoring be allowed?
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I find when I ask this question framed precisely like this that there are two
polar opposite reactions. On the one hand, friends of privacy say that there’s
nothing new here. There’s no difference between the police reading your mail,
and the police’s computer reading your e-mail. In both cases, a legitimate
and reasonable expectation of privacy has been breached. In both cases, the
law should protect against that breach.

On the other hand, friends of security insist there is a fundamental differ-
ence. As Judge Richard Posner wrote in the Washington Post, in an article
defending the Bush Administration’s (extensive13) surveillance of domestic
communications, “[m]achine collection and processing of data cannot, as
such, invade privacy.” Why? Because it is a machine that is processing the
data. Machines don’t gossip. They don’t care about your affair with your co-
worker. They don’t punish you for your political opinions. They’re just logic
machines that act based upon conditions. Indeed, as Judge Posner argues,
“[t]his initial sifting, far from invading privacy (a computer is not a sentient
being), keeps most private data from being read by any intelligence officer.”
We’re better off having machines read our e-mail, Posner suggests, both
because of the security gain, and because the alternative snoop—an intelli-
gence officer—would be much more nosey.

But it would go too far to suggest there isn’t some cost to this system. If we
lived in a world where our every communication was monitored (if?), that
would certainly challenge the sense that we were “left alone.”We would be left
alone in the sense a toddler is left in a playroom—with parents listening care-
fully from the next room. There would certainly be something distinctively
different about the world of perpetual monitoring, and that difference must
be reckoned in any account of whether this sort of surveillance should be
allowed.

We should also account for the “best intentions”phenomenon. Systems of
surveillance are instituted for one reason; they get used for another. Jeff Rosen
has cataloged the abuses of the surveillance culture that Britain has become:14

Video cameras used to leer at women or for sensational news stories. Or in the
United States, the massive surveillance for the purpose of tracking “terrorists”
was also used to track domestic environmental and antiwar groups.15

But let’s frame the question in its most compelling form. Imagine a sys-
tem of digital surveillance in which the algorithm was known and verifiable:
We knew, that is, exactly what was being searched for; we trusted that’s all
that was being searched for. That surveillance was broad and indiscriminate.
But before anything could be done on the basis of the results from that sur-
veillance, a court would have to act. So the machine would spit out bits of
data implicating X in some targeted crime, and a court would decide
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whether that data sufficed either to justify an arrest or a more traditional
search. And finally, to make the system as protective as we can, the only evi-
dence that could be used from this surveillance would be evidence directed
against the crimes being surveilled for. So for example, if you’re looking for
terrorists, you don’t use the evidence to prosecute for tax evasion. I’m not
saying what the targeted crimes are; all I’m saying is that we don’t use the
traditional rule that allows all evidence gathered legally to be usable for any
legal end.

Would such a system violate the protections of the Fourth Amendment?
Should it?

The answer to this question depends upon your conception of the value
protected by the Fourth Amendment. As I described in Chapter 6, that
amendment was targeted against indiscriminate searches and “general war-
rants”—that is, searches that were not particularized to any particular individ-
ual and the immunity that was granted to those engaging in that search. But
those searches, like any search at that time, imposed burdens on the person
being searched. If you viewed the value the Fourth Amendment protected as
the protection from the unjustified burden of this indiscriminate search, then
this digital surveillance would seem to raise no significant problems. As
framed above, they produce no burden at all unless sufficient evidence is dis-
covered to induce a court to authorize a search.

But it may be that we understand the Fourth Amendment to protect a
kind of dignity. Even if a search does not burden anyone, or even if one
doesn’t notice the search at all, this conception of privacy holds that the very
idea of a search is an offense to dignity. That dignity interest is only matched
if the state has a good reason to search before it searches. From this perspec-
tive, a search without justification harms your dignity whether it interferes
with your life or not.

I saw these two conceptions of privacy play out against each other in a
tragically common encounter in Washington, D.C. A friend and I had
arranged a “police ride-along”—riding with District police during their ordi-
nary patrol. The neighborhood we patrolled was among the poorest in the
city, and around 11:00 P.M. a report came in that a car alarm had been tripped
in a location close to ours.When we arrived near the scene, at least five police
officers were attempting to hold three youths; three of the officers were hold-
ing the suspects flat against the wall, with their legs spread and their faces
pressed against the brick.

These three were “suspects”—they were near a car alarm when it went
off—and yet, from the looks of things, you would have thought they had
been caught holding the Hope diamond.
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And then an extraordinary disruption broke out. To the surprise of every-
one, and to my terror (for this seemed a tinder box, and what I am about to
describe seemed the match), one of the three youths, no older than seventeen,
turned around in a fit of anger and started screaming at the cops.“Every time
anything happens in this neighborhood, I get thrown against the wall, and a
gun pushed against my head. I’ve never done anything illegal, but I’m con-
stantly being pushed around by cops with guns.”

His friend then turned around and tried to calm him down. “Cool it,
man, they’re just trying to do their job. It’ll be over in a minute, and every-
thing will be cool.”

“I’m not going to cool it.Why the fuck do I have to live this way? I am not
a criminal. I don’t deserve to be treated like this. Someday one of these guns
is going to go off by accident—and then I’ll be a fucking statistic.What then?”

At this point the cops intervened, three of them flipping the indignant
youth around against the wall, his face again flat against the brick. “This will
be over in a minute. If you check out, you’ll be free to go. Just relax.”

In the voice of rage of the first youth was the outrage of dignity denied.
Whether reasonable or not, whether minimally intrusive or not, there was
something insulting about this experience—all the more insulting when
repeated, one imagines, over and over again. As Justice Scalia has written,
wondering whether the framers of the Constitution would have considered
constitutional the police practice known as a “Terry stop”—stopping and
frisking any individual whenever the police have a reasonable suspicion—“I
frankly doubt . . . whether the fiercely proud men who adopted our Fourth
Amendment would have allowed themselves to be subjected, on mere suspi-
cion of being armed and dangerous, to such indignity.”16

And yet again, there is the argument of minimal intrusion. If privacy is a
protection against unjustified and excessive disruption, then this was no inva-
sion of privacy. As the second youth argued, the intrusion was minimal; it
would pass quickly (as it did—five minutes later, after their identification
checked out, we had left); and it was reasonably related to some legitimate
end. Privacy here is simply the protection against unreasonable and burden-
some intrusions, and this search, the second youth argued, was not so unrea-
sonable and burdensome as to justify the fit of anger (which also risked a
much greater danger).

From this perspective, the harm in digital surveillance is even harder to
reckon. I’m certain there are those who feel an indignity at the very idea that
records about them are being reviewed by computers. But most would recog-
nize a very different dignity at stake here. Unlike those unfortunate kids
against the wall, there is no real interference here at all. Very much as with
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those kids, if nothing is found, nothing will happen. So what is the indignity?
How is it expressed?

A third conception of privacy is about neither preserving dignity nor
minimizing intrusion. It is instead substantive—privacy as a way to constrain
the power of the state to regulate. Here the work of William Stuntz is a guide.17

Stuntz argues that the real purpose of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments is to
make some types of regulation too difficult by making the evidence needed to
prosecute such violations effectively impossible to gather.

This is a hard idea for us to imagine. In our world, the sources of evidence
are many—credit card records, telephone records, video cameras at 7-
Elevens—so it’s hard for us to imagine any crime that there wouldn’t be some
evidence to prosecute. But put yourself back two hundred years when the
only real evidence was testimony and things, and the rules of evidence forbade
the defendant from testifying at all. Imagine in that context the state wanted
to punish you for “sedition.” The only good evidence of sedition would be
your writings or your own testimony about your thoughts. If those two
sources were eliminated, then it would be practically impossible to prosecute
sedition successfully.

As Stuntz argues, this is just what the Fourth and Fifth Amendments do.
Combined, they make collecting the evidence for a crime like sedition impos-
sible, thereby making it useless for the state to try to prosecute it. And not just
sedition—as Stuntz argues, the effect of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amend-
ments was to restrict the scope of regulation that was practically possible. As
he writes: “Just as a law banning the use of contraceptives would tend to
encourage bedroom searches, so also would a ban on bedroom searches tend
to discourage laws prohibiting contraceptives.”18

But were not such searches already restricted by, for example, the First
Amendment? Would not a law punishing seditious libel have been unconsti-
tutional in any case? In fact, that was not at all clear at the founding; indeed,
it was so unclear that in 1798 Congress passed the Alien and Sedition Acts,
which in effect punished sedition quite directly.19 Many thought these laws
unconstitutional, but the Fourth and Fifth Amendments would have been
effective limits on their enforcement, whether the substantive laws were con-
stitutional or not.

In this conception, privacy is meant as a substantive limit on govern-
ment’s power.20 Understood this way, privacy does more than protect dignity
or limit intrusion; privacy limits what government can do.

If this were the conception of privacy, then digital surveillance could well
accommodate it. If there were certain crimes that it was inappropriate to
prosecute, we could remove them from the search algorithm. It would be
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hard to identify what crimes constitutionally must be removed from the algo-
rithm—the First Amendment clearly banishes sedition from the list already.
Maybe the rule simply tracks constitutional limitation.

Now the key is to recognize that, in principle, these three distinct concep-
tions of privacy could yield different results depending on the case. A search,
for example, might not be intrusive but might offend dignity. In that case, we
would have to choose a conception of privacy that we believed best captured
the Constitution’s protection.

At the time of the founding, however, these different conceptions of pri-
vacy would not, for the most part, have yielded different conclusions. Any
search that reached beyond the substantive limits of the amendment, or
beyond the limits of dignity, would also have been a disturbance. Half of the
framers could have held the dignity conception and half the utility concep-
tion, but because every search would have involved a violation of both, all the
framers could have endorsed the protections of the Fourth Amendment.

Today, however, that’s not true. Today these three conceptions could yield
very different results. The utility conception could permit efficient searches
that are forbidden by the dignity and substantive conceptions. The correct
translation (as Brandeis employed the term in the Olmstead wiretapping case)
depends on selecting the proper conception to translate.

In this sense, our original protections were the product of what Cass Sun-
stein calls an “incompletely theorized agreement.”21 Given the technology of
the time, there was no reason to work out which theory underlay the consti-
tutional text; all three were consistent with existing technology. But as the
technology has changed, the original context has been challenged. Now that
technologies such as the worm can search without disturbing, there is a con-
flict about what the Fourth Amendment protects.

This conflict is the other side of Sunstein’s incompletely theorized agree-
ment. We might say that in any incompletely theorized agreement ambiguities
will be latent, and we can describe contexts where these latencies emerge. The
latent ambiguities about the protection of privacy, for example, are being ren-
dered patent by the evolution of technology.And this in turn forces us to choose.

Some will once again try to suggest that the choice has been made—by
our Constitution, in our past. This is the rhetoric of much of our constitu-
tional jurisprudence, but it is not very helpful here. I do not think the framers
worked out what the amendment would protect in a world where perfectly
noninvasive searches could be conducted. They did not establish a constitu-
tion to apply in all possible worlds; they established a constitution for their
world.When their world differs from ours in a way that reveals a choice they
did not have to make, then we need to make that choice.
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PRIVACY IN PUBLIC: DATA

The story I’ve told so far is about limits on government: What power should
the government have to surveil our activities, at least when those activities are
in public? That’s the special question raised by cyberspace: What limits on
“digital surveillance” should there be? There are, of course, many other more
traditional questions that are also important. But my focus was “digital sur-
veillance.”

In this part, I consider a third privacy question that is closely related, but
very distinct. This is the question of what presumptive controls we should
have over the data that we reveal to others. The issue here is not primarily the
control of the government. The question is thus beyond the ordinary reach of
the Fourth Amendment. Instead, the target of this control is private actors
who have either gathered data about me as they’ve observed me, or collected
data from me.

Again, let’s take this from the perspective of real space first. If I hire a pri-
vate detective to follow you around, I’ve not violated anyone’s rights. If I
compile a list of places you’ve been, there’s nothing to stop me from selling
that list. You might think this intrusive. You might think it outrageous that
the law would allow this to happen. But again, the law traditionally didn’t
worry much about this kind of invasion because the costs of such surveil-
lance were so high. Celebrities and the famous may wish the rules were dif-
ferent, but for most of us, for most of our history, there was no need for the
law to intervene.

The same point could be made about the data I turned over to businesses
or others in the days before the Internet. There was nothing in the law to
limit what these entities did with that data. They could sell it to mailing list
companies or brokers; they could use it however they wanted.Again, the prac-
tical cost of doing things with such data was high, so there wasn’t that much
done with this data. And, more importantly, the invasiveness of any such use
of data was relatively low. Junk mail was the main product, and junk mail in
physical space is not a significant burden.

But here, as with “digital surveillance,” things have changed dramatically.
Just a couple stories will give us a taste of the change:

• In the beginning of 2006, the Chicago Sun-Times reported22 that there were

websites selling the records of telephone calls made from cell phones. A blog,

AmericaBlog, demonstrated the fact by purchasing the cell phone records of

General Wesley Clark. For around $120, the blog was able to prove what most

would have thought impossible: that anyone with a credit card could find
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something so personal as the list (and frequency and duration) of people some-

one calls on a cell phone.

This conduct was so outrageous that no one really stood up to defend it.

But the defense isn’t hard to construct. Wesley Clark “voluntarily” dialed the

numbers on his cell phone. He thus voluntarily turned that data over to the cell

phone company. Because the cell phone company could sell data, it made it eas-

ier for the company to keep prices low(er). Clark benefited from those lower

prices. So what’s his complaint?

• A number of years ago I received a letter from AT&T. It was addressed to an old

girlfriend, but the letter had not been forwarded. The address was my then-

current apartment. AT&T wanted to offer her a new credit card. They were a bit

late: She and I had broken up eight years before. Since then, she had moved to

Texas, and I had moved to Chicago, toWashington, back to Chicago, on to New

Haven, back to Chicago, and finally to Boston, where I had moved twice. My

peripateticism, however, did not deter AT&T.With great faith in my constancy,

it believed that a woman I had not even seen in many years was living with me

in this apartment.

How did AT&Tmaintain such a belief?Well, floating about in cyberspace is

lots of data about me. It has been collected from me ever since I began using

credit cards, telephones, and who knows what else. The system continuously

tries to update and refine this extraordinary data set—that is, it profiles who I

am and, using that profile, determines how it will interact with me.

These are just the tip of the iceberg. Everything you do on the Net pro-
duces data. That data is, in aggregate, extremely valuable, more valuable to
commerce than it is to the government. The government (in normal times)
really cares only that you obey some select set of laws. But commerce is keen
to figure out how you want to spend your money, and data does that. With
massive amounts of data about what you do and what you say, it becomes
increasingly possible to market to you in a direct and effective way. Google
Gmail processes the data in your e-mail to see what it should try to sell. Ama-
zon watches what you browse to see what special “Gold Box” offers it can
make. There’s an endless list of entities that want to knowmore about you to
better serve (at least) their interests. What limits, or restrictions, ought there
to be on them?

We should begin with an obvious point that might help direct an answer.
There’s a big difference between (1) collecting data about X to suss out a
crime or a criminal, (2) collecting data about X that will be sold to Y simply
to reveal facts about X (such as his cell phone calls), and (3) collecting data
about X to better market to X. (1) and (2) make X worse off, though if we
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believe the crime is properly a crime, then with (1), X is not worse off relative
to where he should be. (3) in principle could make you better off—it facili-
tates advertising that is better targeted and better designed to encourage vol-
untary transactions. I say “in principle” because even though it’s possible that
the ads are better targeted, there are also more of them. On balance, X might
be worse off with the flood of well-targeted offers than with a few less well-
targeted offers. But despite that possibility, the motive of (3) is different from
(1) and (2), and that might well affect how we should respond.

So let’s begin with the focus on (3): What is the harm from this sort of
“invasion”? Arguments rage on both sides of this question.

The “no harm” side assumes that the balance of privacy is struck at the
line where you reveal information about yourself to the public. Sure, informa-
tion kept behind closed doors or written in a private diary should be pro-
tected by the law. But when you go out in public, when youmake transactions
there or sendmaterial there, you give up any right to privacy. Others now have
the right to collect data about your public behavior and do with it what suits
them.

Why is that idea not troubling to these theorists? The reasons are many:

• First, the harm is actually not very great. You get a discount card at your local

grocery store; the store then collects data about what you buy.With that data, the

store may market different goods to you or figure out how better to price its

products; it may even decide that it should offer different mixes of discounts to

better serve customers. These responses, the argument goes, are the likely ones,

because the store’s business is only to sell groceries more efficiently.

• Second, it is an unfair burden to force others to ignore what you show them. If

data about you are not usable by others, then it is as if you were requiring others

to discard what you have deposited on their land. If you do not like others using

information about you, do not put it in their hands.

• Third, these data actually do some good. I do not know why Nike thinks I am a

good person to tell about their latest sneakers, and I do not know why Keds

does not know to call. In both cases, I suspect the reason is bad data about me.

I would love it if Nike knew enough to leave me alone. And if these data were

better collected and sorted, it would.

• Finally, in general, companies don’t spendmoney collecting these data to actually

learn anything about you. They want to learn about people like you. They want

to know your type. In principle, they would be happy to know your type even if

they could not then learn who you are.What the merchants want is a way to dis-

criminate—only in the sense of being able to tell the difference between sorts of

people.
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The other side of this argument, however, also has a point. It begins,
again, by noticing the values that were originally protected by the imperfec-
tion of monitoring technology. This imperfection helped preserve important
substantive values; one such value is the benefit of innocence. At any given
time, there are innocent facts about you that may appear, in a particular con-
text or to a particular set, guilty. Peter Lewis, in aNewYork Times article called
“Forget Big Brother,” puts the point well:

Surveillance cameras followed the attractive young blond woman through the

lobby of the midtownManhattan hotel, kept a glassy eye on her as she rode the

elevator up to the 23rd floor and peered discreetly down the hall as she

knocked at the door to my room. I have not seen the videotapes, but I can

imagine the digital readout superimposed on the scenes, noting the exact time

of the encounter. That would come in handy if someone were to question

later why this woman, who is not my wife, was visiting my hotel room during

a recent business trip. The cameras later saw us heading off to dinner and to

the theater—a middle aged, married man from Texas with his arm around a

pretty East Village woman young enough to be his daughter.

“As a matter of fact,” Lewis writes, “she is my daughter.”23

One lesson of the story is the burden of these monitored facts. The bur-
den is on you, the monitored, first to establish your innocence, and second to
assure all who might see these ambiguous facts that you are innocent. Both
processes, however, are imperfect; say what you want, doubts will remain.
There are always some who will not believe your plea of innocence.

Modern monitoring only exacerbates this problem.Your life becomes an
ever-increasing record; your actions are forever held in storage, open to being
revealed at any time, and therefore at any time demanding a justification.

A second value follows directly from this modern capacity for archiving
data.We all desire to live in separate communities, or among or within sepa-
rate normative spaces. Privacy, or the ability to control data about yourself,
supports this desire. It enables these multiple communities and disables the
power of one dominant community to norm others into oblivion. Think, for
example, about a gay man in an intolerant small town.

The point comes throughmost clearly when contrasted with an argument
advanced by David Brin.24 Brin argues against this concern with privacy—at
least if privacy is defined as the need to block the production and distribution
of data about others. He argues against it because he believes that such an end
is impossible; the genie is out of the bottle. Better, he suggests, to find ways to
ensure that this data-gathering ability is generally available. The solution to
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your spying on me is not to block your spying, but to let me spy on you—to
hold you accountable, perhaps for spying, perhaps for whatever else you
might be doing.

There are two replies to this argument. One asks: Why do we have to
choose? Why can’t we both control spying and build in checks on the distri-
bution of spying techniques?

The other reply is more fundamental. Brin assumes that this counter spy-
ing would be useful to hold others “accountable.” But according to whose
norms? “Accountable” is a benign term only so long as we have confidence in
the community doing the accounting.When we live in multiple communities,
accountability becomes a way for one community to impose its view of pro-
priety on another. Because we do not live in a single community, we do not
live by a single set of values. And perfect accountability can only undermine
this mix of values.

The imperfection in present monitoring enables this multiplication of
normative communities. The ability to get along without perfect recording
enables a diversity that perfect knowledge would erase.

A third value arises from a concern about profiling. If you search within
Google for “mortgage” in a web search engine, advertising for mortgages
appears on your computer screen. The same for sex and for cars. Advertising
is linked to the search you submit. Data is collected, but not just about the
search. Different sites collect just about every bit of personal information
about you that they can.25 And when you link from the Google search to a web
page, the search you just performed is passed along to the next site.

Data collection is the dominant activity of commercial websites. Some 92
percent of them collect personal data from web users, which they then aggre-
gate, sort, and use.26 Oscar Gandy calls this the “panoptic sort”—a vast struc-
ture for collecting data and discriminating on the basis of that data—and it is
this discrimination, he says, that ought to concern us.27

But why should it concern us? Put aside an important class of problems—
the misuse of the data—and focus instead on its ordinary use. As I said earlier,
the main effect is simply to make the market work more smoothly: Interests
and products are matched to people in a way that is better targeted and less
intrusive than what we have today. Imagine a world where advertisers could
tell which venues paid and which did not; where it was inefficient to advertise
with billboards and on broadcasts; where most advertising was targeted and
specific. Advertising would be more likely to go to those people for whom it
would be useful information. Or so the argument goes. This is discrimination,
no doubt, but not the discrimination of Jim Crow. It is the wonderful sort of
discrimination that spares me Nike ads.
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But beyond a perhaps fleeting concern about how such data affect the
individual, profiling raises a more sustained collective concern about how it
might affect a community.

That concern is manipulation.You might be skeptical about the power of
television advertising to control people’s desires: Television is so obvious, the
motives so clear. But what happens when the motive is not so obvious?When
options just seem to appear right when you happen to want them?When the
system seems to know what you want better and earlier than you do, how can
you know where these desires really come from?

Whether this possibility is a realistic one, or whether it should be a con-
cern, are hard and open questions. Steven Johnson argues quite effectively that
in fact these agents of choice will facilitate a much greater range and diver-
sity—even, in part, chaos—of choice.28 But there’s another possibility as
well—profiles will begin to normalize the population from which the norm is
drawn. The observing will affect the observed. The system watches what you
do; it fits you into a pattern; the pattern is then fed back to you in the form of
options set by the pattern; the options reinforce the pattern; the cycle begins
again.

A second concern is about equality. Profiling raises a question that was
latent in the market until quite recently. For much of the nineteenth century
in the United States economic thought was animated by an ideal of equality.
In the civil space individuals were held to be equal. They could purchase and
sell equally; they could approach others on equal terms. Facts about individ-
uals might be known, and some of these facts might disqualify them from
some economic transactions—your prior bankruptcy, for example, might
inhibit your ability to make transactions in the future. But in the main, there
were spaces of relative anonymity, and economic transactions could occur
within them.29

Over time this space of equality has been displaced by economic zonings
that aim at segregation.30 They are laws, that is, that promote distinctions
based on social or economic criteria.31 The most telling example is zoning
itself. It was not until this century that local law was used to put people into
segregated spaces.32 At first, this law was racially based, but when racially
based zoning was struck down, the techniques of zoning shifted.33

It is interesting to recall just how contentious this use of law was.34 To
many, rich and poor alike, it was an affront to the American ideal of equality
to make where you live depend on howmuch money you had. It always does,
of course, when property is something you must buy. But zoning laws add the
support of law to the segregation imposed by the market. The effect is to re-
create in law, and therefore in society, distinctions among people.
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There was a time when we would have defined our country as a place that
aimed to erase these distinctions. The historian GordonWood describes this
goal as an important element of the revolution that gave birth to the United
States.35 The enemy was social and legal hierarchy; the aim was a society of
equality. The revolution was an attack on hierarchies of social rank and the
special privileges they might obtain.

All social hierarchies require information before they can make discrim-
inations of rank. Having enough information about people required, histor-
ically, fairly stable social orders.Making fine class distinctions—knowing, for
instance, whether a well-dressed young man was the gentleman he claimed to
be or only a dressed-up tradesman—required knowledge of local fashions,
accents, customs, and manners. Only where there was relatively little mobility
could these systems of hierarchy be imposed.

As mobility increased, then, these hierarchical systems were challenged.
Beyond the extremes of the very rich and very poor, the ability to make subtle
distinctions of rank disappeared as the mobility and fluidity of society made
them too difficult to track.

Profiling changes all this. An efficient and effective system for monitoring
makes it possible once again to make these subtle distinctions of rank. Collect-
ing data cheaply and efficiently will take us back to the past. Think about fre-
quent flyer miles. Everyone sees the obvious feature of frequent flyer
miles—the free trips for people who fly frequently. This rebate program is
quite harmless on its own. The more interesting part is the power it gives to
airlines to discriminate in their services.

When a frequent flyer makes a reservation, the reservation carries with it
a customer profile. This profile might include information about which seat
she prefers or whether she likes vegetarian food. It also tells the reservation
clerk how often this person flies. Some airlines would then discriminate on
the basis of this information. The most obvious way is through seat loca-
tion—frequent flyers get better seats. But such information might also affect
how food is allocated on the flight—the frequent flyers with the most miles
get first choice; those with the fewest may get no choice.

In the scheme of social justice, of course, this is small potatoes. But my
point is more general. Frequent flyer systems permit the re-creation of systems
of status. They supply information about individuals that organizations might
value, and use, in dispensing services.36 They make discrimination possible
because they restore information that mobility destroyed. They are ways of
defeating one benefit of anonymity—the benefit of equality.

Economists will argue that in many contexts this ability to discriminate—
in effect, to offer goods at different prices to different people—is overall a
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benefit.37 On average, people are better off if price discrimination occurs than
if it does not. So we are better off, these economists might say, if we facilitate
such discrimination when we can.

But these values are just one side of the equation.Weighed against them
are the values of equality. For us they may seem remote, but we should not
assume that because they are remote now they were always remote.

Take tipping: As benign (if annoying) as you might consider the prac-
tice of tipping, there was a time at the turn of the century when the very
idea was an insult. It offended a free citizen’s dignity. As Viviana Zelizer
describes it:

In the early 1900s, as tipping became increasingly popular, it provoked great

moral and social controversy. In fact, there were nationwide efforts, some suc-

cessful, by state legislatures to abolish tipping by turning it into a punishable

misdemeanor. In countless newspaper editorials and magazine articles, in eti-

quette books, and even in court, tips were closely scrutinized with a mix of

curiosity, amusement, and ambivalence—and often open hostility. When in

1907, the government officially sanctioned tipping by allowing commissioned

officers and enlisted men of the United States Navy to include tips as an item in

their travel expense vouchers, the decision was denounced as an illegitimate

endorsement of graft. Periodically, there were calls to organize anti-tipping

leagues.38

{TXB2}
There is a conception of equality that would be corrupted by the efficiency
that profiling embraces. That conception is a value to be weighed against effi-
ciency. Although I believe this value is relatively weak in American life, who
am I to say? The important point is not about what is strong or weak, but
about the tension or conflict that lay dormant until revealed by the emerging
technology of profiling.

The pattern should be familiar by now, because we have seen the change
elsewhere.Once again, the code changes, throwing into relief a conflict of values.
Whereas before there was relative equality because the information that enabled
discrimination was too costly to acquire, now it pays to discriminate. The dif-
ference—whatmakes it pay—is the emergence of a code. The code changes, the
behavior changes, and a value latent in the prior regime is displaced.

We could react by hobbling the code, thus preserving this world.We could
create constitutional or statutory restrictions that prevent a move to the new
world. Or we could find ways to reconcile this emerging world with the values
we think are fundamental.
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SOLUTIONS

I’ve identified two distinct threats to the values of privacy that the Internet
will create. The first is the threat from “digital surveillance”—the growing
capacity of the government (among others) to “spy” on your activities “in
public.” From Internet access, to e-mail, to telephone calls, to walking on the
street, digital technology is opening up the opportunity for increasingly per-
fect burdenless searches.

The second threat comes from the increasing aggregation of data by pri-
vate (among other) entities. These data are gathered not so much to “spy” as
to facilitate commerce. Some of that commerce exploits the source of the
data (Wesley Clark’s cell phone numbers). Some of that commerce tries to
facilitate commerce with the source of that data (targeted ads).

Against these two different risks, we can imagine four types of responses,
each mapping one of the modalities that I described in Chapter 7:

• Law: Legal regulation could be crafted to respond to these threats. We’ll con-

sider some of these later, but the general form should be clear enough. The

law could direct the President not to surveil American citizens without rea-

sonable suspicion, for example. (Whether the President follows the law is a

separate question.) Or the law could ban the sale of data gathered from cus-

tomers without express permission of the customers. In either case, the law

threatens sanctions to change behavior directly. The aim of the law could

either be to enhance the power of individuals to control data about them, or

to disable such power (for example, by making certain privacy-related trans-

actions illegal).

• Norms: Norms could be used to respond to these threats. Norms among com-

mercial entities, for example, could help build trust around certain privacy

protective practices.

• Markets: In ways that will become clearer below, the market could be used to

protect the privacy of individuals.

• Architecture/Code: Technology could be used to protect privacy. Such tech-

nologies are often referred to as “Privacy Enhancing Technologies.” These are

technologies designed to give the user more technical control over data asso-

ciated with him or her.

As I’ve argued again and again, there is no single solution to policy prob-
lems on the Internet. Every solution requires a mix of at least two modalities.
And in the balance of this chapter, my aim is to describe a mix for each of
these two threats to privacy.
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No doubt this mix will be controversial to some. But my aim is not so
much to push any particular mix of settings on these modality dials, as it is to
demonstrate a certain approach. I don’t insist on the particular solutions I
propose, but I do insist that solutions in the context of cyberspace are the
product of such a mix.

Surveillance

The government surveils as much as it can in its fight against whatever its cur-
rent fight is about. When that surveillance is human—wiretapping, or the
like—then traditional legal limits ought to apply. Those limits impose costs
(and thus, using the market, reduce the incidence to those most significant);
they assure at least some review. And, perhaps most importantly, they build
within law enforcement a norm respecting procedure.

When that surveillance is digital, however, then it is my view that a differ-
ent set of restrictions should apply. The law should sanction “digital surveil-
lance” if, but only if, a number of conditions apply:

1. The purpose of the search enabled in the algorithm is described.

2. The function of the algorithm is reviewed.

3. The purpose and the function match is certified.

4. No action—including a subsequent search—can be taken against any individual

on the basis of the algorithm without judicial review.

5.With very limited exceptions, no action against any individual can be pursued

for matters outside the purpose described. Thus, if you’re looking for evidence

of drug dealing, you can’t use any evidence discovered for prosecuting credit

card fraud.

That describes the legal restrictions applied against the government in
order to enhance privacy. If these are satisfied, then in my view such digital
surveillance should not conflict with the Fourth Amendment. In addition to
these, there are privacy enhancing technologies (PETs) that should be broadly
available to individuals as well. These technologies enable individuals to
achieve anonymity in their transactions online.Many companies and activist
groups help spread these technologies across the network.

Anonymity in this sense simply means non-traceability. Tools that enable
this sort of non-traceability make it possible for an individual to send a mes-
sage without the content of that message being traced to the sender. If imple-
mented properly, there is absolutely no technical way to trace that message.
That kind of anonymity is essential to certain kinds of communication.
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It is my view that, at least so long as political repression remains a central
feature of too many world governments, free governments should recognize
a protected legal right to these technologies. I acknowledge that view is con-
troversial. A less extreme view would acknowledge the differences between the
digital world and real world,39 and guarantee a right to pseudonymous com-
munication but not anonymous communication. In this sense, a pseudony-
mous transaction doesn’t obviously or directly link to an individual without
court intervention. But it contains an effective fingerprint that would allow
the proper authority, under the proper circumstances, to trace the communi-
cation back to its originator.

In this regime, the important question is who is the authority, and what
process is required to get access to the identification. In my view, the authority
must be the government. The government must subject its demand for reveal-
ing the identity of an individual to judicial process. And the executive should
never hold the technical capacity to make that link on its own.

Again, no one will like this balance. Friends of privacy will be furious
with any endorsement of surveillance. But I share Judge Posner’s view that a
sophisticated surveillance technology might actually increase effective privacy,
if it decreases the instances in which humans intrude on other humans. Like-
wise, friends of security will be appalled at the idea that anyone would endorse
technologies of anonymity. “Do you know how hard it is to crack a drug
lord’s encrypted e-mail communication?” one asked me.

The answer is no, I don’t have a real sense. But I care less about enabling
the war on drugs than I do about enabling democracies to flourish. Tech-
nologies that enable the latter will enable the former. Or to be less cowardly,
technologies that enable Aung San Suu Kyi to continue to push for democracy
in Burma will enable Al Qaeda to continue to wage its terrorist war against the
United States. I acknowledge that. I accept that might lead others to a less
extreme position. But I would urge the compromise in favor of surveillance to
go no further than protected pseudonymity.

Control of Data

The problem of controlling the spread or misuse of data is more complex
and ambiguous. There are uses of personal data that many would object to.
But many is not all. There are some who are perfectly happy to reveal certain
data to certain entities, and there are many more who would become happy
if they could trust that their data was properly used.

Here again, the solution mixes modalities. But this time, we begin with
the technology.40
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As I described extensively in Chapter 4, there is an emerging push to
build an Identity Layer onto the Internet. In my view, we should view this
Identity Layer as a PET (private enhancing technology): It would enable indi-
viduals to more effectively control the data about them that they reveal. It
would also enable individuals to have a trustable pseudonymous identity that
websites and others should be happy to accept. Thus, with this technology, if
a site needs to know I am over 18, or an American citizen, or authorized to
access a university library, the technology can certify this data without reveal-
ing anything else. Of all the changes to information practices that we could
imagine, this would be the most significant in reducing the extent of redun-
dant or unnecessary data flowing in the ether of the network.

A second PET to enable greater control over the use of data would be a
protocol called the Platform for Privacy Preferences (or P3P for short).41 P3P
would enable amachine-readable expression of the privacy preferences of an
individual. It would enable an automatic way for an individual to recognize
when a site does not comply with his privacy preferences. If you surf to a site
that expresses its privacy policy using P3P, and its policy is inconsistent with
your preferences, then depending upon the implementation, either the site or
you are made aware of the problem created by this conflict. The technology
thus could make clear a conflict in preferences. And recognizing that conflict
is the first step to protecting preferences.

The critical part of this strategy is to make these choices machine-read-
able. If you Google “privacy policy,” you’ll get close to 2.5 billion hits on the
Web. And if you click through to the vast majority of them (not that you
could do that in this lifetime), you will find that they are among the most
incomprehensible legal texts around (and that’s saying a lot). These policies
are the product of pre-Internet thinking about how to deal with a policy
problem. The government was pushed to “solve” the problem of Internet pri-
vacy. Its solution was to require “privacy policies” be posted everywhere. But
does anybody read these policies? And if they do, do they remember them
from one site to another? Do you know the difference between Amazon’s
policies and Google’s?

The mistake of the government was in not requiring that those policies
also be understandable by a computer. Because if we had 2.5 billion sites with
both a human readable and machine readable statement of privacy policies,
then we would have the infrastructure necessary to encourage the develop-
ment of this PET, P3P. But because the government could not think beyond its
traditional manner of legislating—because it didn’t think to require changes
in code as well as legal texts—we don’t have that infrastructure now. But, in
my view, it is critical.
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These technologies standing alone, however, do nothing to solve the prob-
lem of privacy on the Net. It is absolutely clear that to complement these
technologies, we need legal regulation. But this regulation is of three very dif-
ferent sorts. The first kind is substantive—laws that set the boundaries of pri-
vacy protection. The second kind is procedural—laws that mandate fair
procedures for dealing with privacy practices. And the third is enabling—
laws that make enforceable agreements between individuals and corporations
about how privacy is to be respected.

(1) Limits on Choice

One kind of legislation is designed to limit individual freedom. Just as labor
law bans certain labor contracts, or consumer law forbids certain credit
arrangements, this kind of privacy law would restrict the freedom of individ-
uals to give up certain aspects of their privacy. The motivation for this limi-
tation could either be substantive or procedural—substantive in that it reflects
a substantive judgment about choices individuals should not make, or proce-
dural in that it reflects the view that systematically, when faced with this
choice, individuals will choose in ways that they regret. In either case, the role
of this type of privacy regulation is to block transactions deemed to weaken
privacy within a community.

(2) The Process to Protect Privacy

The most significant normative structure around privacy practices was
framed more than thirty years ago by the HEW (Health, Education,Welfare)
Advisory Committee on Automated Data Systems. This report set out five
principles that were to define the “Code of Fair Information Practices.”42

These principles require:

1. There must be no personal data record-keeping systems whose very existence is

secret.

2. There must be a way for a person to find out what information about the per-

son is in a record and how it is used.

3. There must be a way for a person to prevent information about the person that

was obtained for one purpose from being used or made available for other pur-

poses without the person’s consent.

4. There must be a way for a person to correct or amend a record of identifiable

information about the person.
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5. Any organization creating, maintaining, using, or disseminating records of

identifiable personal data must assure the reliability of the data for their

intended use and must take precautions to prevent misuses of the data.

These principles express important substantive values—for example, that
data not be reused beyond an original consent, or that systems for gathering
data be reliable—but they don’t interfere with an individual’s choice to release
his or her own data for specified purposes. They are in this sense individual
autonomy enhancing, and their spirit has guided the relatively thin and ad
hoc range of privacy legislation that has been enacted both nationally and at
the state level.43

(3) Rules to Enable Choice About Privacy

The real challenge for privacy, however, is how to enable a meaningful choice
in the digital age. And in this respect, the technique of the American govern-
ment so far—namely, to require text-based privacy policy statements—is a
perfect example of how not to act. Cluttering the web with incomprehensible
words will not empower consumers to make useful choices as they surf the
Web. If anything, it drives consumers away from even attempting to under-
stand what rights they give away as they move from site to site.

P3P would help in this respect, but only if (1) there were a strong push to
spread the technology across all areas of the web and (2) the representations
made within the P3P infrastructure were enforceable. Both elements require
legal action to be effected.

In the first edition of this book, I offered a strategy that would, in my
view, achieve both (1) and (2): namely, by protecting personal data through a
property right. As with copyright, a privacy property right would create strong
incentives in those who want to use that property to secure the appropriate
consent. That content could then be channeled (through legislation) through
appropriate technologies. But without that consent, the user of the privacy
property would be a privacy pirate. Indeed,many of the same tools that could
protect copyright in this sense could also be used to protect privacy.

This solution also recognizes what I believe is an important feature of pri-
vacy—that people value privacy differently.44 It also respects those different
values. It may be extremely important to me not to have my telephone num-
ber easily available; you might not care at all. And as the law’s presumptive
preference is to use a legal device that gives individuals the freedom to be dif-
ferent—meaning the freedom to have and have respected wildly different
subjective values—that suggests the device we use here is property. A property
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system is designed precisely to permit differences in value to be respected by
the law. If you won’t sell your Chevy Nova for anything less than $10,000, then
the law will support you.

The opposite legal entitlement in the American legal tradition is called a
“liability rule.”45 A liability rule also protects an entitlement, but its protection
is less individual. If you have a resource protected by a liability rule, then I can
take that resource so long as I pay a state-determined price. That price may be
more or less than you value it at. But the point is, I have the right to take that
resource, regardless.

An example from copyright law might make the point more clearly. A
derivative right is the right to build upon a copyrighted work. A traditional
example is a translation, or a movie based on a book. The law of copyright
gives the copyright owner a property right over that derivative right. Thus, if
you want to make a movie out of John Grisham’s latest novel, you have to pay
whatever Grisham says. If you don’t, and youmake the movie, you’ve violated
Grisham’s rights.

The same is not true with the derivative rights that composers have. If a
songwriter authorizes someone to record his song, then anyone else has a
right to record that song, so long as they follow certain procedures and pay a
specified rate. Thus, while Grisham can choose to give only one filmmaker the
right to make a film based on his novel, the Beatles must allow anyone to
record a song a member of the Beatles composed, so long as that person pays.
The derivative right for novels is thus protected by a property rule; the deriv-
ative right for recordings by a liability rule.

The law has all sorts of reasons for imposing a liability rule rather than a
property rule. But the general principle is that we should use a property rule,
at least where the “transaction costs” of negotiating are low, and where there
is no contradicting public value.46 And it is my view that, with a technology
like P3P, we could lower transaction costs enough to make a property rule
work. That property rule in turn would reinforce whatever diversity people
had about views about their privacy—permitting some to choose to waive
their rights and others to hold firm.

There was one more reason I pushed for a property right. In my view, the
protection of privacy would be stronger if people conceived of the right as a
property right. People need to take ownership of this right, and protect it, and
propertizing is the traditional tool we use to identify and enable protection. If
we could see one fraction of the passion defending privacy that we see defend-
ing copyright, we might make progress in protecting privacy.

But my proposal for a property right was resoundingly rejected by critics
whose views I respect.47 I don’t agree with the core of these criticisms. For the
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reasons powerfully marshaled by Neil Richards, I especially don’t agree with
the claim that there would be a First Amendment problem with propertizing
privacy.48 In any case, William McGeveran suggested an alternative that
reached essentially the same end that I sought, without raising any of the
concerns that most animated the critics.49

The alternative simply specifies that a representation made by a website
through the P3P protocol be considered a binding offer, which, if accepted by
someone using the website, becomes an enforceable contract.50 That rule, tied
to a requirement that privacy policies be expressed in a machine-readable
form such as P3P, would both (1) spread P3P and (2) make P3P assertions
effectively law. This would still be weaker than a property rule, for reasons I
will leave to the notes.51 And it may well encourage the shrink-wrap culture,
which raises its own problems. But for my purposes here, this solution is a
useful compromise.

To illustrate again the dynamic of cyberlaw:We use law (a requirement of
policies expressed in a certain way, and a contract presumption about those
expressions) to encourage a certain kind of technology (P3P), so that that
technology enables individuals to better achieve in cyberspace what they want.
It is LAW helping CODE to perfect privacy POLICY.

This is not to say, of course, that we have no protections for privacy. As we
have seen throughout, there are other laws besides federal, and other regula-
tors besides the law.At times these other regulators may protect privacy better
than law does, but where they don’t, then in my view law is needed.

PRIVACY COMPARED

The reader who was dissatisfied with my argument in the last chapter is likely
to begin asking pointed questions. “Didn’t you reject in the last chapter the
very regime you are endorsing here? Didn’t you reject an architecture that
would facilitate perfect sale of intellectual property? Isn’t that what you’ve
created here?”

The charge is accurate enough. I have endorsed an architecture here that
is essentially the same architecture I questioned for intellectual property. Both
are regimes for trading information; both make information “like” “real”
property. But with copyright, I argued against a fully privatized property
regime; with privacy, I am arguing in favor of it.What gives?

The difference is in the underlying values that inform, or that should
inform, information in each context. In the context of intellectual property,
our bias should be for freedom. Who knows what “information wants”;52

whatever it wants, we should read the bargain that the law strikes with holders
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of intellectual property as narrowly as we can. We should take a grudging
attitude to property rights in intellectual property; we should support them
only as much as necessary to build and support information regimes.

But (at least some kinds of) information about individuals should be
treated differently.You do not strike a deal with the law about personal or pri-
vate information. The law does not offer you a monopoly right in exchange
for your publication of these facts. That is what is distinct about privacy:
Individuals should be able to control information about themselves. We
should be eager to help them protect that information by giving them the
structures and the rights to do so. We value, or want, our peace. And thus, a
regime that allows us such peace by giving us control over private information
is a regime consonant with public values. It is a regime that public authorities
should support.

There is a second, perhaps more helpful, way of making the same point.
Intellectual property, once created, is non-diminishable. The more people
who use it, the more society benefits. The bias in intellectual property is thus,
properly, towards sharing and freedom. Privacy, on the other hand, is dimin-
ishable. The more people who are given license to tread on a person’s privacy,
the less that privacy exists. In this way, privacy is more like real property than
it is like intellectual property. No single person’s trespass may destroy it, but
each incremental trespass diminishes its value by some amount.

This conclusion is subject to important qualifications, only two of which
I will describe here.

The first is that nothing in my regime would give individuals final or
complete control over the kinds of data they can sell, or the kinds of privacy
they can buy. The P3P regime would in principle enable upstream control of
privacy rights as well as individual control. If we lived, for example, in a
regime that identified individuals based on jurisdiction, then transactions
with the P3P regime could be limited based on the rules for particular juris-
dictions.

Second, there is no reason such a regime would have to protect all kinds
of private data, and nothing in the scheme so far tells us what should and
should not be considered “private” information. There may be facts about
yourself that you are not permitted to hide; more important, there may be
claims about yourself that you are not permitted to make (“I am a lawyer,” or,
“Call me, I’m a doctor”). You should not be permitted to engage in fraud or
to do harm to others. This limitation is an analog to fair use in intellectual
property—a limit to the space that privacy may protect.
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I started this chapter by claiming that with privacy the cat is already out of the
bag. We already have architectures that deny individuals control over what
others know about them; the question is what we can do in response.

My response has been: Look to the code, Luke. We must build into the
architecture a capacity to enable choice—not choice by humans but by
machines. The architecture must enable machine-to-machine negotiations
about privacy so that individuals can instruct their machines about the pri-
vacy they want to protect.

But how will we get there? How can this architecture be erected? Individ-
uals may want cyberspace to protect their privacy, but what would push
cyberspace to build in the necessary architectures?

Not the market. The power of commerce is not behind any such change.
Here, the invisible hand would really be invisible. Collective action must be
taken to bend the architectures toward this goal, and collective action is just
what politics is for. Laissez-faire will not cut it.
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